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Center for Business Ethics founder dies
B\ Al\n In(jum
GVL Managing Editor
After over 30 ye;irs of service
to Grand Valley State University,
professor and (bunder of the Center
tor Business Ethics in tlie Seidman
College of Business Barry CAstro
died May 5. He was diagnosed
w ith lung cancer in Mareh 2004
“It was his |CAstro's) idea to
bring togetlier local CEOs, law
yers. top executives and other busi
ne.v\|vople front West Michigan to
have a senes of continuing conver
sations on the issues am! concerns
that came up in their business and
professional lives.” said Michael
DeWikle, Assistant professor of

philosophy at GVSU. “Barry re
ally was the glue that field that to
gether”
1 X*Wilde. who has been a profes
sor at GVSU since 1994. had Cas
tro as a professor in 1977. DeWilde
said Castro has been a mentor,
fnend. professor and colleague to
him thnxightxit the years.
IVior to Castro's death, the two
worked together with the Center
for Business Ethics. DeWikle and
Robert Frey, visiting professor of
management, were co-directors in
21XV4 and 2(X)5. hut Frey will take
over as director next year
“Speaking personally and pro
fessionally. I think he's really irre
placeable.” DeWilde said of Castro.
“1 think he was just an invaluable

part of the community.”
Win Irwin, chief executive of
ficer of Irwin Seating Company,
said he saw Castro about eight or
10 times a year.
Some of the conversations they
had dealt with topics including
international affairs and the differ
ences between being a family com
pany or a privately held company.
“I think what Barry was so good
at was bringing out of each one
of us, in our own way, ideas and
thoughts that we had that would
allow us all to think harder on all
the issues that we had, and it got to
be so much fun and so much enjoy
ment that we all looked forward to
coming to the Ethics Center meet
ings regardless of what the topic

was,” Irw in said.
DeWilde said he thinks Castro
will be remembered for more than
just the Center for Business Ethics.
“1 think first and foremost he
will be remembered as just a won
derfully passionate and brilliant
teacher,” DeWilde said. “He took
as much time with students as they
wanted to put into his courses.
He was always looking to push
people’s intellectual interests and
to help them discover and develop
their own talents.”
Upon coming to GVSU, Castro
joined the then William James Col
lege in 1973 for 10 years until he
went to the Seidman School of Busi
ness in 1983. While there, he served
as a professor of management and

assistant dean
for seven years.
He also served
on many com
mittees at the
university.
Castro
re
ceived his mas
ter’s and doc
torate degrees
from New York
University in 1965 and 1967, re
spectively. Before that, he received
a bachelor’s degree from Hunter
College of the City University of
New York in 1955.
Other than GVSU, Castro also
taught at Fairleigh Dickinson Uni
versity in New Jersey, Brooklyn
College of CUNY, the Naval Post

Over 1,700 Grand Valley students
graduated this spring as one alumna and
professor were honored at commencement.

By Alan Ingram
GVL Managing Editor
GVL / faslyn Gilbert
A grand finale: Grand Valley graduate students enter Van Andel Arena on

April 30 for the commencement ceremony.

By AJ Couty

Ceremonial caps ,uxl gowns
tilled the Yon Andd Arena and the
Traverse Citx Regional Center as
students wailed to receive dipkv
mas, and faculty watched as an
other class w as sent into the real
workT
This year's commencement
ceremonies, held April 30 in Grand
Rapids and May 2 in Thiverse City,
honored over 1.700 students with
diplomas, while over 2,600 stu
dents wete eligible to walk in the
ceremony
"Both ceremonies went very
well, as expected, due to the exten
sive planning that goes into these
events.” said Boh Stoll, director of
student lite and event services.
ANxil
guests attended
the Grand Rapids commencement,
during which 1.675 diplomas were
handed out In a ceremony Stoll de
scribed as "much smaller” with “a
more intimate feel.” 48 students re
ceived diplomas in Traverse City .
“Students and families gather
with faculty following the event for
refreshments and to share stones
and nicer those that supported the
student m their academic pursuit,”
Stoll said of the Traverse City com
mencement
Rep FVier Hoek.stia received an
honorary degree then GVSU Pres
ident Mali Murray Hoekstra w as
given a Doctorate of Pubbc Ser
vice. Hoekstra's district includes
GYSC's Allendale and Holland
campuses and its research centers
in Muskegon He lives in Holland.
Mich and aneoded G\ SI Mn
earning degrees at Hope College
and the University of Michigan
Hsvksoa also gave the com
mencement address titled “High
Touch m a Workl of High Tech ”
He told graduates that in an everinpersoriAl wield of growing
technology personal relatxmships

,ur essential, citing a variety of ex
amples from family and business
situations.
The key to success in one’s pro
fessional and personal life. Hoek
stra said, is to develop a passion
for investing time and energy in
building close, meaningful rela
tionships.
Following Hoekstra s speech
wer| two award presentations rec
ognizing a distinguished alumnus
and an outstanding educator.
Dixie Anderson, executive di
rector of the World Affairs Council
of West Michigan, was honored as
Distinguished Alumna. Anderson
earned a bachelor's degree in so
cial studies and a niAster's degree
in business administration from
GVSU and hAs been recognized
through her efforts with the World
Affan> Council. At GVSU. An
derson helped establish the Seidman College of Business Alumni
Association and hAs served on
the Alumni Association Advisory
Board. She received the Alumni
Service Award in 1991.
Daniel Vaughn, professor of
physical therapy, w as also named
Outstanding Educator. Vaughn,
who hAs taught at GVSU since
1996. w as selected for the aw ard in
a survey of graduates.
Vaughn graduated from East
Carolina University and worked
as a physical therapist in private
practice in Greenville. S.C. before
coming to GVSU. He specializes in
manual therapy, a branch of physi
cal therapy focused on spine and
extremity mobilization.
Also a fixture at the commence
ments. GVSU’s various ensembles
provided music. Performing at the
Van Andcl commencement were
the Stcclhand. the Symphonic
Wind Ensemble, the Honors Brass
Quartet and featured music by solo
ist Lucy Finkel. The Honors Brass
Quartet also provided music for the
Traverse City commencement.

CUNY.
GVSU President Mark Murray
said he enjoyed working with Cas
tro and will miss him.
“Our conversations were always
instructive for me.” Murray said.
“He was a very careful thinker and
always brought disciplined insights
to the discussions.”
A memorial service for Castro
will be held on June 5 at 2 p.m. in
the Cook-DeWitt Center. The en
tire campus community is invited
to attend.
Castro is survived by his wife,
who lives in Spring Lake, and
two children, who live in Austin,
Texas.

GVSU to
instate
credit
card fee

Hats off!

GVL Editor iw Chief

graduate School in Monterey, Calif,
and Hostos Community College of

GVL / faslyn Gilbert
Congrats! A Grand Valley graduate decorated her mortarboard with "Peace out" for the commencement

ceremony held April 30 at Van Andel Arena.

With the hope of saving
money for students and the in
stitution, Grand Valley State
University will implement a
“convenience fee” for students
who wish to settle their student
account using a credit card.
The $15 flat fee will be
implement on July 19 and will
go into effect for the 2005 fall
semester, said Jim Bachmeier.
associate, vice president for
business and finance at GVSU.
The student account includes
charges for room and board,
tuition and parking stickers.
Bachmeier said the fee will
alleviate the charges the uni
versity accrues from credit
card companies. Each time
someone uses a credit card,
the card company receives a
percentage of the transaction,
which was between 2 percent
and 2.5 percent, Bachmeier
said. As a result, GVSU was
not receiving the full amount
of student bills.
The amount the univer
sity had to come up with to
pay the credit card companies
in 2000-2001 was $320,468.
GVSU’s projected expense
for 2004-2005 was $608,000.
Without the new plan, the pro
jected expense for 2005-2006
is $650,000.
While Bachmeier said the
university was not able to elim
inate credit card payment fees,
it was able to make “those that
cause the cost, pay the cost.”
The fee will only be paid by
those who use the credit cards,
instead of all the students,
which provides a sense of fair
ness, Bachmeier said.
Previously, the university
covered the amount owed to
credit card companies. But as
the number of credit card us
ers increased and GVSU owed
the credit card companies more
money, it became harder to
cover the fee, Bachmeier said.
SEE CREDIT, 14

GOPs propose new plan for university funding
B\ AJ COLLFI
GVL Eiitor ix Cktef
Michigan unixersities could
be funded based tin enroll
ment. graduation rates and re
search activities if a neu plan
proposed by House Republi
cans is passed

Tbe Workforce Investment
Needs, or WIN Plan would
fund universities on an out
come-based system using a
formula
“This plan is about funding
fairness and encouraging our
cxdleges and unixersities to
produce skilled workers.” said
House Speaker Craig DeRocbe. R-Noxv "'Taxpayers are

B

tired of there being no clear
cut and consistent way to fund
universities and their students.
Now we have a clear cut plan
which provides incentives for
colleges and universities to
graduate students for the jobs
Michigan's economy needs to
grow.”
It’s unclear how each com
ponent will he weighted, said
Matt McLogan, GVSU vice
president of university rela
tions, adding he hopes more
details will be available by
June or July.
McLogan said he breaks the
plan down into four areas - en
rollment. number of degrees
granted, types of degrees of
fered and research conducted.

Although GVSU is not known
as a research institution,
McLogan said the university
does fit the other criteria.
“Because we might not be
weighted heavily in one fac
tor doesn't outweigh the other
three.” he said.
McLogan said any plan that
works with how much fund
ing universities receive perstudent has the potential for
improvement, as GVSU is the
lowest funded university perstudent in the state.
“We’re at the bottom,” he
said, “there’s no where to go
but up.”
State Rep. Michael Sak, DGrand Rapids, said while he's
a supporter of outcome-based

i

budgeting, he thinks the WIN
Plan lacks essential details.
“Once we see the details of
their plan. I think the intention
is good,” Sak said.
Sak said all of the parts of
the formula are important but
added that the legislation is
too vague for him to make an
educated decision on whether
to support or oppose it.
The WIN Plan proposal
came just a few weeks after the
House appropriations higher
education subcommittee heard
testimony from Michigan's
15 university presidents. One
of these hearings was held at
GVSU on May 6.
President Mark Murray gave
a testimony discussing several

i

issues, including financial aid,
tuition caps and a new library.
Murray told the committee
that in many ways it’s hard
to invest in higher education
because the payback cannot
be seen right away. However,
he encouraged the senators to
he strong advocates of higher
education.
“Now is the time to ask
these basic questions of pri
orities ... now is the time to be
even more urgent on the focus
of priorities,” Murray said in
his testimony.
Murray also said Michigan
will get what it puts into high
er education.
“You will get what you in
vest,” he said. “If you want to

pay for more enrollment, you
will get more enrollment.”
McLogan said Murray’s
testimony was well-received
by the senators because they
see some issues the same way,
adding Murray and the sub
committee are in agreement
more often than they’re not.
“I think it's always helpful
when you can first agree on
the facts,” McLogan said.
McLogan said first the facts
need to be sorted through, then
the discussion on policy direc
tion can take place.
In mid-May, the governor’s
proposal for higher education
funding was far along in the
House. McLogan said.
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NASA photos donated to Grand Valley
The Hubble photos were
unveiled at a ceremony
on May 4

By AJ Colley
GVL Editor in Chief
Two Hubble Space Telescope
photos presented to Grand Valley
State University by NASA will
adorn the Padnos Hall of Science
in December. The two muralsired. high resolution photos were
released by NASA April 25 and
unveiled at GVSU May 4 at a pre
sentation in the Louis Armstrong
Theatre. GVSU was one of a few
select institutions to receive the
photos.
The 4-foot-by-6-foot Whirlptxil
Galaxy image and the 3-foot-by-6foot Eagle Nebula will be on dis
play during Super Science Satur
day in October and the Fall Science
Update in November. In December,
they take up residence in Padnos
Hall of Science.
The Whirlpixil image show
cases a spiral galaxy, while the
Eagle Nebula photo shows a tall,
dense tower of gas being sculpted

by ultraviolet light, according to the
Hubble European Space Agency
Information Centre.
“We are honored to have been
selected to receive these prints,”
said Karen Meyers, assistant direc
tor of the Regional Math and Sci
ence Center at GVSU. “They are a
mesmerizing combination of sci
ence, technology and art that reveal
the beauty and vastness of space.”
The release of the images co
incided with Hubble’s 15th anni
versary. The unveiling was during
with GVSU’s 18th Sprmg Math &
Science Update, an event for area
math and science teachers to re
ward students in grades 3-12. Stu
dents and teachers tilled the theater
for the unveiling.
“It’s a great day in the life of this
institution,” said Frederick Antc
zak, dean of the College of Liberal
Arts and Science at the unveiling.
Antczak spoke of the expansive
nature of the Whirlpixil Galaxy,
pictured in one of the images.
“The pursuit of science ... calls
us to think even larger,” he said.
Antczak related stars to grains
of sand, saying for every visible

Courtesy of NASA

To infinity, and beyond! Two images from the Hubble telescope were recently donated to GVSU. Pictured is the Whirlpool Galaxy.

SEE NASA, 14

Teacher of the Year from GV charter school
By Alan Ingram
GVL Managing Editor
The morning assembly at the
West Michigan Academy of Arts &
Academics in Spring Lake on May
6 yielded a pleasant surprise for one
teacher.
Michelle Morrissey, a seventh
and eighth grade teacher at the
charter school that is overseen by
Grand Valley State University, re
ceived the Sam's Club Teacher of
the Year 2(X)5 Award in front of
numerous students, parents and
colleagues.
“I’m speechless.” said Mor
rissey, who is in her third year of
teaching. “It’s just nice to know as
a teacher that you touched the lives

of a student so much that they'd be
willing to, not only one, but six of
them, put in a good word for me.”
In addition to the recognition,
the schixil received a $ 1 ,(XX) check.
Margaret Bernard, marketing team
leader for Sam’s Club, and Linda
Stone, marketing business repre
sentative for Sam's Club, presented
the award to Morrissey.
The six students nominated
Morrissey at the Muskegon Sam's
Club between Feb. 7 and Feb. 27.
Four currently have her as a teach
er, pne graduated from the academy
last year and one was her Little Sis
ter. Morrissey is port of Big Broth
ers Big Sisters.
Each Wal-Mart and Sam’s Club
store gives out an award, Bernard

said. The Muskegon Sam’s Club
store received about 75 nomination
forms, which is typical of previous
years, she added.
Criteria for selecting the Teach
er of the Year can include offering
tutoring, starting student-focused
programs and making a difference
in a student’s life, according to in
formation that Bernard provided.
Once selected, the schools are no
tified about a month in advance,
but keep the news secret until the
recognition.
Morrissey said she hopes to
touch the lives of her students. She
added she has not only taught them
history, geography and government,
but has opened a door for dialogue
with her students. Many of them

come to her seeking advice for or
discussion of personal issues.
“Teaching the subjects is the
surface level of teaching.” Mor
rissey said. “Connecting with the
kids is the extension that you al
ways hope for.”
When the four of her students
who nominated her read their
nomination form. Morrissey said it
brought tears to her eyes.
“I’d always had a passion for
teaching,” Morrissey said, adding
that she taught some at the college
level and decided to leave business
and go into teaching. WMAAA is
the first school she has taught at.
Morrissey said going back to
schcxil was a hard decision, but it
turned out to be the “best decision

state scores, and we’re proud of
their achievements,” Haist said. He
added the school is well organized
and has good parent involvement.
The staff is also caring and profes
sional, he said.
While Haist said he has never
met Morrissey, he said he was
not surprised that a teacher from
the academy was selected for the
award, given “the excellence of
their school.”
Lewis said, “I was not surprised
that she would have been selected.
Her kids adore her. ... It's kind of
like a family down there.
“She’s a good role model not
only for the students but for the
other teachers who work here,”
Lewis said.

of my life.”
David Lewis, director of
WMAAA said, “She's an extreme
ly dedicated teacher.” Morrissey
is also the student council adviser
and she spends a lot of time with
the students both as individuals and
as a group.
Director of Charter Schools
at GVSU Ed Richardson said the
Academy recently received an
award for leadership in education
from the Michigan Association of
Public Schcxil Academies.
Don Haist, a GVSU field rep
resentative for the charter school
office, said he attends a monthly
meeting at WMAAA.
“They’re just a fine school, do
well on their scores, their MEAP

DPS warns of crackdown
By Alan Ingram
GVL Managing Editor
People choosing to not use
a safety belt while driving
may spend some time on the
side of a local roadway later
this month while waiting for a
police officer to finish writing
them a ticket.
Officers across the state
will be enforcing Michigan's
safety belt law from May 23 to
June 5 in an attempt to “main
tain the state's record-high
safety belt use rate," according
to information from the Michi
gan Office of Highway Safety
Planning.
According the Michigan
OHSP. Michigan reached its
highest safety belt use ever in
2004 with 90.5 percent, which
increased from 85 percent in
2003.
Capt. Brandon DeHaan, as
sistant director of the Depart
ment of Public Safety, said the
OHSP selects a few times each
year for special enforcement of
laws for safety belt use and for
operating while intoxicated.
DPS enforced the laws against
drunken driving last Dec. 20 to
Jan. 2 and will do it again from
Aug. 19 to Sept. 5.
“I think it's a good program
that they put out." DeHaan
said. “Safety belts do save
lives.”
A ticket for not wearing a
safety belt is $65 locally.
While the program has been
around for several years, De
Haan said Grand Valley State
University began taking a
more active role in 2002. De
Haan said the university's
department gave information
about the campaign to its of
ficers. When officers interact
with someone they have pulled
over, they ask if the motorist
was aware of the special en
forcement before telling the
motorist about the campaign.
Police officers are “trained
observers," DeHaan said, so
they can see violators from a
distance when the vehicle is

passing them on the road.
“We are always very cog
nizant about safety belt use as
well as individuals operating
under the influence,” DeHaan
said.

Monday, May 16 marked
the beginning of an advertis
ing effort to inform people of
the statewide enforcement. It
SEE SAFETY, 14
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Online poker increases in popularity
By Anne McKay
GVL Staff Writer
Some students slave at fast food
restaurants to pay tuition, others
beg mom and dad, but at least one
college student will pay tuition by
playing poker.
AbsolutePoker.com is holding
a free Texas Hold'em tournament
that awards the first-place finisher
with his or her fall tuition.
“We realize how popular poker
and especially Texas Hold'em is
among college students, and this
is a great way for students to have
fun and. for one lucky student, to
win his or her tuition,” said Gian
Perroni, the site’s poker room man
ager, in a press release.

The winner will compete with
a projected few thousand players
for the top prize.
Other prizes include a Dell Inspiron laptop for the second-place
finisher. Third through ninth place
finishers will each receive an iPod
Shuffle. Students who place well
in the qualifying "satellite” round
will be entered in a drawing for a
$1 .(XX) tuition stipend.
Poker is something most col
lege students enjoy, GVSU Poker
Club founder Michael Jackson
said. He said he started the club its
a member of the Student Senate
because he felt the other events put
on that year were “lackluster.”
Most of the events the club
holds are Texas Hold'em tourna
ments. The game hits been popu

larized by televised poker events
and is a favorite for its relative
simplicity, Jackson said.
“The saying is that Texas
Hold'em ‘lakes a minute to leant
and a lifetime to master,”’ Jackson
said.
The Poker Club concentrates on
raising money for chantable orga
nizations. by holding tournaments
on campus. It has been successful
in getting large groups of diverse
students together. Jackson said.
“We’re reaching out to the
group of students that doesn’t show
up to most events.” he explained.
“I don’t think it’s fair to use the
Student Life fund only for things
the majority can use.”
The administration and students
have been “mature” about the Pok

er Club’s existence, Jackson said.
"We re not making gambling ad
dicts, by any means,” he said.
For a tournament, the club
purchases a license for one-day
use from the State of Michigan. It
charges participants a “small buyin.” to the game, usually $ 10. Jackson explained. Tournaments benefit
both the w inners and the charitable
organizations who receive a share
of the proceeds, he said.
Poker sites, however, are run
on a for-profit basis by companies
based in places like Canada or Gi
braltar. Jackson said he has played
poker online for fun, but he said
he thinks "it’s an easy trap to fall
into.”
Online poker removes an ele
ment of opponent’s “tells.” or play

ing techniques and body expres
sions, Jackson said, and a player
must read opponents by how they
bet.
The tournament is one w ay AbsolutePoker.com intends to stand
out from its competition. Several
sites devoted to the game have de
veloped in recent years because of
the skyrocketing popularity of on
line poker.
Not only are more people play
ing poker over the Internet, but
some devote hours to mastering
the combination of skill and luck
required to win.
PacificPoker.com, a site that
competes with Absolute Poker,
recently polled members about the
amount of time users play Internet
poker weekly. About 35 percent of

respondents spent more tluui 20
hours per week play uig poker
All of these jxxker fans base
inspired numerous Web sites vie
voted to the game Each site has
a slightly different approach to at
tract poker players at all levels ot
play.
UhimaleBet.com offers tiee on
line poker seminars led by Workl
Series of l\>ker pluyeis and even
publishes chapters from a "serial
poker novel by Ji'hn Yorhaus \
new chapter goes up every filter
nate Wednesday
Poker Club President Jordan
Tmuuerman said that altlxxigh
he had not heard ot the College
Poker Challenge, he vwxild invite
members to enter on an uxliv idual
basis.

Local family receives
'warmth' from
engineering students
Other Way Ministries,
GVSU engineering stu
dents and local business
teamed up to insulate a
local house.

By Angela Harris
GVL Laker Life Editor

Courtesy of News and Information Services

For a good cause: GVSU students gave back to the community on May i by insulating a
house in Grand Rapids that is owned by Other Way Ministries

A person's college experience
includes gaining hiuids on experi
ence. Shirley Fleischmann’s En
gineering 468: Heat Transfer class
members recently had the opportu
nity to do just that by putting their
knowledge to use.
The students installed insulation
in a Grand Rapids house on May 3
w ith the help of NU-Wool Installa
tion Company, based in Jenison.
Two representatives from the
company, George Chrenka and
Henry Venema, showed the 12 en
gineering students how to install
the insulation. The project took a
day to complete.
The house, at 707 W. Fulton St.,
is owned by Other Way Ministries
and rented to a family.
Prior to the installation, the stu
dents modeled the house using var
ious equations learned in class and
used blower dixvr tests and thermal

imaging cameras on the house.
The students found that on
cold days the house’s boiler never
shut off. causing the energy bill to
be seven times what it normally
should be. or $300 a month, Fleischmann said.
Overall. Fleischmann said she
thought this project was a positive
one because it helped every one in
volved.
"The students were able to do
good for someone,” Fleischmann
said. "The family can be more
comfortable now. The Ministry
will not have such a high energy
bill, and the house, which is his
torically known as cold, will not be
anymore.”
Janelle Totten, senior engi
neering major, said she enjoyed
the community service part of the
project.
“It was nice to give back to
the community,” Totten said. "It's
not every day that 1 do that type
of thing. It was really nice to help
out.”
The students also learned about
the social side of the issue by hav
ing a discussion in class and writ
ing a paper on "the problem of un
insulated houses on the west side
as a social injustice.”
Fleischmann said many times

the people renting uninsulated
houses are ixx able to ^xiv tvx the
resulting high energy bills
"They are txx pay mg the bills,
so they do not pul money ui and vk»
nothing aNxit it
they are kuxt of
stuck.” Fleischmann said
Totten said she tlxxight the as
signment asked engineers to have
responsibility to fix a problem.
"All citizens have a res^xxvsibiE
ity to fix a problem like this, Eoi
ten said "Engineers have tlx* data
to show vv hat the problem is, how
it can be fixed aixl raise awareness
to get ixhers to help out
This particular house was cfx>
sen for the project because Fie is
chmann serxes on the board of di
rectors for Othei Way Ministries
Fleischmann contacted Nl
Wool Installation Company ui Jan
uary about the project Nl Wtx4
provided the insulation, equipment
and people to oversee it free ot
charge, sox! Scon Honeggei. tech
meal manager for Nl’Wool
NU-Wool InsiallatKHi has been
workuig with Fleischinarui tor
atxxit 12 years by allowing her to
bring her senior class through theu
facility aixl show the students Nl
Wool's technical capabilities.

Changes possible in Greek recruitment
By Angela Harris
GVL Laker Life Editor
Fall semester allows fresh
men to get involved in college
life, discover who they are
and what their passions are.
This fall will be no exception,
especially for the male fresh

men and transfer students who
pledge a fraternity.
The Interfraternity Council.
Dean of Students Bart Merkle
and Assistant Director of the
Office of Student Life Aaron
Haight are currently reviewing
and critiquing a Greek Devel
opment Plan. The plan, if ap
proved. will open the door for

fraternities to recruit freshmen
and transfer students during
students' first semester on cam
pus instead of their second se
mester.
This plan requires fraterni
ties to improve in academics
and in co-programming with
other groups. They also must
increase their presence in other
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organizations before they will
be allowed to recruit in the fall,
said Jeremy Bloch, president of
the Interfraternity Council.
Fraternities need to have 75
percent of their population in
volved in other organizations
before fall recruitment can oc
cur because the -administration
thinks fraternities need to par
ticipate in more campus events,
Bloch said. In addition, some
wording of the plan requires re
vision before its approval.
Fraternities first met with
Merkle during final exam week
in a “town hall meeting,” to
discuss changes for fall recruit
ment. and the fraternities were
told to meet with Haight to
discuss the details, said Chris
Gerlica, recruitment chair for

fax 616.895.2000
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wanted to learn more about
Theta Chi.
The changes have been sub Greek life and 25 percent want
mitted to Merkle and the frater ed to join a sorority or traierwi
ty. but only two perceut joined
nities are waiting to hear if they
Last w inter. Bloch estimated
have been passed.
IFC hopes to have official about 15 students of the iu
word by June 1 that it can re coming class of 5.000 \tude«is
cruit in the fall and is already joined fraternities in the vvui
planning on it being allowed, ter He said this is because bv
the time fraternities are able
Bloch said.
Haight declined to comment to recruit freshmeu. they have
on the potential change and already joined other orgamza
Merkle
was
----- turns. "formed
cliques
and
unavailable for
do uol want to
comment as of
“We want people to join
venture out "
press time.
for the right reasons.
Across the
Being
al
We are not all about
couutry.
fra
lowed to recruit
partying...*’
ternities
are
freshmen in the
haviug reeruutfall will give
roeut
issues
fraternities the
JEREMY BLOCH
and hav ing dif
opportunity to
PRESIDENT OF THE
ficulty obtain
increase their INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL
mg members.
memberships
Bloch said
and will help
"We
want
freshmen adapt
to a college environment, said people to join for the right rea
Bloch and Tim Wizorek. vice sons.” Bloch said “>&e are not
president of recruitment for all about partying — though H
does happen — but more of a
IFC.
“Fraternities will help fresh service-based and coaununritymen adjust to college life,” based organization.”
The IFC hopes to rec ruit BV
Wizorek said. “First semester,
they are still adjusting, but freshmen in the tail Last yeo*.
when they join a group of guys only 40 new members (otned
who know the quirks of campus GVSU’s fraternities and bO
and can pass on their passions members graduated of tert the
organizations.
and knowledge, they (the fresh
men| can adapt faster.”
“We want a chance h> target
Membership is also a big freshmen who are a lifeline to
factor for wanting this change, our chapter because they will
Bloch said He added that Tran be around for four years.” Wusitions. GVSU’s orientation orek sard. "It will give them a
program for incoming fresh chance to get involved right
man and transfer students, told away.”
the IFC 40 percent of freshmen

DOWNTOWN
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YMCA set to open
By Aun Inuum
W Mpwtyiny' hMor
In an area ot downtown Grand
KApxfek ilut is distinguished hy such
dungs on the Amvvav Gnmd Plata
HvMcl :UXl llK IVMvn CailipilN of
Cuaixl Valiev Slate University, imk
>4 the iKvvrst txuktiiigs dotting the
Cuaixl Rajvxts skvIttK in alnxvst
fully opmuxxial aixl ready fix unc
hy the aimmunity
Hie IXavxi IX Hunting YMCA
w ill i^kii its ikxx\ hx use *xi June
2’ at 5 a m. sak! Ckii\ W.kV\ oomiiiui\k AthMis aixl dcvekipmcnt n|k
. ulist tix Uk YMf'A of Greater
Cuaixl K.ipxis 11k nhlxxi cutting
.vrenxxiv will Ik on June 24 At
10 *0 aiu And will teAtuie souk
.4 the vkxxx\ tliat mAvie iIk ixofcvt

possible
ASe'll he a drstmatxxi where
uxi can go with you? family and
have even nccsl met." Wale said
We really w ant to create eommu
iut\ w ith this txukiuig "
hunt a cate to areas with wire

lees Internet, the YMCA will have
something for everyoik
The four-story complex will
have a vancty of features includ
ing a lap pool, two regulation bas
ketball courts, cardio and strength
oqiiipiiKnt. a climbing wall and a
oik-seventh of a mile ttxkxir track.
Upon entering the 159,(XX)
square fix* facility, users will have
a vancty of options available to
them A community room is avail
able to people who wish to have an
event at the YMCA. The room can
seat up to 250 people aixl has full
catering capabilities, Wade said
Five kx'kcr nxim options are
available for YMCA users. Men.
women, boys and girls will all have
their own kvker rooms Family
kx ket rooms w ill also he available
for people with children who do
txx want to take them into the mam
kvker room. Wade said.
"1 like Ok way that we've really
created a family-friendly facility,”
Wade said.
The new facility will have a /one

for children and a zone for teens. In
the child area, youngsters will have
structured activities and will be su
pervised while their parents are us
ing other areas of the YMCA. The
teen area features computer sta
tions, listening centers and “every
thing that kind of appeals to teens,”
Wade said.
“We wanted to have every mem
ber of the family have a place they
can call their own,” Wade added.
When standing on the third floor
of the YMCA and looking toward
the city, users can see straight down
Pearl Street. The height of the build
ing also puts them slightly above
the S-curve on U.S. Highway 131.
“With the Grand Rapids land
scape changing as it has over the
past few years, we’re honored to be
amongst dial.” Wade said.
The David D. Hunting YMCA
will be the first Leadership in Ener
gy and Environmental Design cer
tified YMCA in the state of Michi
gan, w hich means that the building
is energy efficient.

Stacie Bryan, associate execu
tive director of membership and
fitness for the David D. Hunting
YMCA, said Grand Valley State
University students will have an
“extremely gixxi deal” with the
new YMCA.
While the terms have not yet
been finalized, Bryan said a current
proposal would allow students to
use the facility for $ 150 per semes
ter. Students would not have to pay
a joining fee.
She added that the goal is to
allow the students to register for a
YMCA membership through the
university. The amount would then
appear on students’ university bills.
GVSU would then give the YMCA
a check for the total number of stu
dents who purchased memberships.
The details still have to be worked
out, however, Bryan said.
GVSU faculty and staff would
receive a corporate membership
that would allow them to not pay
a joining fee and, if they purchased
a membership between June 1 and

GW./ Misty Minna

Almost done: The David D. Hunting YMCA, located near
GVSU's Pew Campus, will open for use on June 27.
June 24, they would pay $75 per
month for a family membership
and $50 per month for an individ
ual adult membership. After June
24, it will increase to $78 and $52,
respectively.
The David D. Hunting YMCA
will replace the West and Down
town branches in Grand Rapids.
However, the YMCA of Greater
Grand Rapids allows memberships
from any of their branches to be

used at any of the locations in the
city.
While the YMCA was original
ly projected to be operational dur
ing the month of May. Wade said
there were no major obstacles that
needed to be overcome. “It’s just
making sure that we do it and do it
right,” Wade said.
The YMCA project cost $29.3
million to complete.

Program combines exercise and energy education
R) Shawn Zalewsh

Muskegvxt. Mx'h — In re
qxxise to Michigan's well -docu
mented health Aixl energy crisis,
kval tutiHx high students clxvse to
get active Thirty ^k students at
Stork* Middle Sctxxvl m Muskc
gwn combined vIaiky routines aixl
edix atxxi to iaint aw AtriKss of re
ikw Able etKtgv Nixuves
Ihe program,entitled Spinning
Phvxxal Aixl Renewable Kinotx'
laving Ineigy', ot SI'\RKl.E.
wa> designed to engage young
peofde tn taking an active tole in
the twine eixigv concerns of »xu
state aixl ivatxvn In conjunction
w uh the IVpamtKOl ot Movement
ScKtxK at l*taix1 Valiev State Uni

versity and the Michigan Alterna
tive & Renewable Energy Center,
students on stage portrayed topics
tnclixiing proper nutrition, physics
aixl renew able power options.
“No matter how much a thing
lasts or runs, it will not run forever”
sax! Dr Imad Mahavvili. executive
director of M AREC. “Friction and
gravity stop things from moving.”
Mahavvili sat at a table with
students Sanancta Ciowley-Picard
and Brandy Wiggins. Together
they discussed basic elements of
physics aixl ciKrgy with the audi
ence They then applied the conoepts of friction and gravity to hu
man nutrition
"As humans, we are designed
to be anti gravity machines" he
added “Our bodies need fuel so
that we can work hard to overcome

challenges.”
Following
that
statement,
students provided a visual dem
onstration of this concept. With
novelty potato chip and candy bar
props, students danced and offered
healthy alternatives, which con
sisted of fruits and grains.
Mahawili then compared the
need humans have for nutrition
to the need in our modem society
for dependable energy sources.
He said that current sources of en
ergy, including coal, gasoline and
nuclear energy are not infinite. He
added energy sources including
solar, hydroelectric and even hu
man-generated electricity can be
restored.
At this point, the dancers re
turned to the stage hand-in-hand
to suggest the need for cooperative

energy conservation. One student
entered the stage while riding a sta
tionary bicycle with shining head
lights. The lights were powered
by a modified generator attached
to the bicycle. The generator was
powered entirely by the student's
pedaling to give one tangible rep
resentation of human-powered in
novation.
“These kids have been rehears
ing for the performance since Feb
ruary” said Dr. John Kilboume,
assistant professor of movement
science at GVSU and choreogra
pher of the dance portion of the
program. “They clearly met the
challenges of the program and
gained entertaining education out
of it. As future members of society,
we hope they make good decisions
about exercise and renewable en

ergy.”
SPARKLE students will tour
MAREC facilities in the fall. Their
event was videotaped and will be
replayed for the students during
their visit. Keeping with the theme
of energy conservation, the film
equipment will be powered by 10
students using spinning bicycle
generators. These devices will also
recharge batteries for use in home
appliances.
“The purpose of MAREC is
to educate citizens and businesses
about the advantages of alternative
energy sources” said Dr. Mahawili.
“We hope to be a focal point for re
search into the growing field of re
newable resources. Its impact will
help the economy and will help
sustain the energy consumption in
society.”

In the future. MAREC hopes
to expand its impact on society. Its
involvement in the student project
was designed to increase the im
portance of renewable resources
in curriculums at Steele Middle
School and at other Michigan mid
dle schools.
Currently, MAREC has been
named a Gold Certified Leader
ship in Energy and Environmen
tal Design facility, making it one
of 10 buildings in the country to
receive this honor. It offers local
businesses efficient electrical sys
tems, and invests in the creation of
more advanced systems. They are
planning a plant designed to con
vert biomass into methane and in
turn generate electricity, reducing
animal waste and human depen
dence on scarce resources.
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Hungry? Too
bad
Although Grand Valley has slowed down as
fewer students are enrolled during the sum
mery dining options should be available to
those students taking classes and working.
If staying on campus this semester, students may notice a va
riety of staples — parents wandering in Luge orientation packs,
landscapers busy at work and construction workers rennkieling
and erecting buildings. But what students will not see is a wide
array of dining options on either campus.
With 22,500 students attending Grand Valley State Univer
sity the past year, there were 10 campus dining locations to
grab, at the very least, a bite to eat, but with the spring/summer
semester in full force students are left with few options beyond
vending machines.
On the Allendale Campus, River Landing in Karkhof Center
is open Monday through Friday from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. and
the Lobby Shop, where no complete meal can be purchased, is
open from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. On the Pew Campus the Pla/a Cate
is open from 7:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. With 9,600 students enrolled at
GVSU this spring/summer, this is simply not enough.
Students cannot buy dinner anywhere. Only downtown can
students find something resembling a decent breakfast. For
an institution that has often prided itself on options in dining,
housing and academic programs, it is shocking that so few options for simple dining are found in the spring summer.
While spring/summer housing limits students to residences
in which there are amenities to cook, many students work full
time on top of taking classes during the summer, leaving little
to no extra time for food preparation. Students during the year
have healthy dining options from Einstein’s Bros Bagels and
Fresh Food Company early in the morning through the eve
ning, but summer students are forced to look off campus at
such unhealthy eateries as Burger King. McDonald's and an
assortment of pizza places.
Campus Dining should, at the very least, have extended
hours in the limited summer locations. If students are able to
take morning, afternoon and evening classes, dining schedules
should coincide so students have the option to eat breakfast,
lunch and dinner.
Opening Fresh Food Company, complete with its normal
amenities and hours, would prov ide healthy alternatives to fast
food. This would also provide more options than a burger or a
Subway sandwich — the main options in River Landing — and
would enable students to eat each of the three daily meals.
GVSU is dubbed as a community and is emphasized as
such during new student orientations across campus during the
summer. Having many community members go home tor four
months does not change that GVSU is a community — it sim
ply makes it a smaller one. Students can be deprived of luxuries
such as free music downloads, but students should never be
deprived of the basic necessities.

“We want people to join for
the right reasons. ...We are
not all about partying."
- Jeremy Bloch

GVL STUDENT OPINION
This month the Grand Valley Lanthorn asked four community members:

Does Grand Valley offer enough dining options
during the summerP

'No, they don't. I was
ups*t that Einstein [Bsgotsi was dossed There
is st** tot of people
•round here *

*tt hasn Y realty been
a problem for me
because I live at home
tf dining isn't open,
there's always
vending."

"/ commute out here so
it hasn’t been a prob
lem. I wish some of the
places stayed open
later though."

“/ live off-campus and
like to cook my own
stuff. I don’t think there
is a high demand for a
place to eat on cam
pus.”

Carmie Doan

Adam Vankuik
Senior
Film Studies

Dennis Newton
Junior
Health Science

Ciji Donakowski
Junior
Bio Med

Junior

Bro Kted
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Financial planning for the college grad
By Carrb McGonm
Dmtv fCal P.Vvl
|V A\ IRF) SAN Ll lS OBISPO, Calif.
— As 13 million college grads head tin
the real wortd this lure they ’ll be hit hard
w*h financial train\
the average student
Waves >ctx\vl owing more than $20,000
mi student loans and more than
in
oeebt card debt, accenting to recent leckral
Reserve data And many who will be work
mg soon say the\ have been well trained to
handle then cavers. but Ain't know where
lo begin mi manxgmg their finances.
k'aiefuWy planned sa\ing> anil imesnng
during one's twenties can set the foundation
Km personal financial success Km an entire
htetune. and there an? a tew miv^vW steps
that grads can take to nesfonsibh manage
the* expenses fresh out of school
— \\wri to pay off debt immechaeely
GncIn cards and loans ma\ help as mident
five WiviMvusly Nt the short *rm. but in the
long term, thousands of dollars ' ent on
MMcrest is mores that ooukl be v \tvi and
Moe-aed mote wtseK Financial advisers
Aiggesi cvMistvlkiMing or refinancing smdrni
kvans to ehmatvaae varying inheres* from
mutople crtvkKMS.

— (.Vpen up a “ixvkvad" Independent
Retirenx'nt Account ;uxl pay the maximum
each year IR As. which alkiw you to shelter
current canxxl income from taxes w hile
ptvw ximg substantial savings for your
retirement years, slxxild be known to every
twenty-something (especially suxe social
security is expected to dissolve by 2045). A
"no-Kvad account has no opening tee. and
kwv tires tor account management. A good
resource for IR A information and “no-kind”
iiptKMis is v.wvv \ anguanl.com and www.
aanconv
— CTeate a savings account to cushkmi three nxmths' liv ing expenses Fam
ily members and financial advisers have
stressed Ki nie thiit one of the biggest
mistakes that college gr.xls make nght away
is not saving enough Little disasters happen
in life, from needmg a new pair of glasses
to a car breaking down unexpectedly Jobs
alwv come and go. It's important to save
enough tor three nxmths' liv ing expenses to
prepare for spontaneous financial obstacles
— Make a bixlget and balance your
chockbvxik As financial adviser Lois P.
FFankel says. "You’ll never get nch if
you're one of ttxvse people who think they
can spend nxmey as king as they have
checks in their checkbook it ‘available

credit' on their charge cards.”
A bixlget is simply a plan to show
students how they spend their money, and
keep track of expenses. One may not realize
that a daily trip to Starbucks may add up to
more than $100 a month if students don’t
analyze their spending habits. If balanc
ing checkbooks is a bore, switch to online
hanking, w hich is quick to access and levs
susceptible to human emir.
— Become financially literate. Once
hired, learn the perks of your company and
take advantage of things such as match
funding. Become acquainted w ith index
funds and health savings accounts, which
are incredible investments for young people
fresh from college. Talk to family members
who have invested, and learn from their
experience.
Most importantly, don’t be intimidated
by financial planning and investment
(especially with limited funds and income
straight out of school) because paying
attention to finances and learning how to
manage nxmey is an important element to
any person's success. There is plenty of free
infomiatxw available online that can help
with the first steps for financial indepen
dence. and many options to invest a little at
a time that will have big rewards at the end.

President of the Interfraternity Council

GVL OPINION

World travel offers education of a lifetime

POLICY

The ultimate goal of the Grand
Valley Lanthom opinion page is to
stimulate discussion and action on
topics of interest to the Grand Val
ley Community.
The Grand Valley Lanthom wel
comes reader viewpoints and of
fers three vehicles of expression
for reader opinions: letters to the
editor, guest columns and phone
responses.
Letters must include the au
thor’s name and be accompanied
by current picture identification if
dropped off in person. Letters will
be checked by an employee of the
Grand Valley Lanthom.
Letters appear as space permits
each issue. The limit for letter

By CmttSTWWR CONNOilV
length is one page, single spaced
The editor reserves the right to
edit and condense letters and col
umns for length restncuons and
clarity.
All letters must be t>ped
The Grand Valiev Lanthom will
not be held responsible for errors
that appear in print as a result of
transcribing handwritten letters or
email typographic errors.
The name of the author ts usually
published but may be w ithheki tor
compelling reasons.
The content, information and
views expressed are not approved
by nor necessarily represent those
of the university, its Board of Trust
ees. officers, faculty and start

rv rwv

(Sm ivco sm* id

(l YMRF ' SAN DIVOO - Who has
really traveled' I'm cxm talking about a
vacjooai w*h vvur mcnA or famih where
nctfcKi$ realb changes from home except a
lat^uagv barrier outsxV ot vwur group I'm
taia«q; jKwm scrappn^ on a backpack and
boaefhorpmg or skvping m a bungakvw
atthe nwAAr of the fungV — realty siep^
pu^f out of yvna cvmwKmi aw and bewomthe kval culture
Mnmewrd
A hide more tun raw years ago I w as
tncovoted by a friend to go abroad, and if
woffhNig ffie. take a look from the vmtsxV
of hr Stakes m I owe this fnend a debt
of groMwde he con never understand We
art hoard of tie ^go«ng -wv^urope-Kv
fcal gnynrir trp os some son of nght of

passage Kv adulttxxxi Personally. 1 have
fourxl this to he a hit generic aixl trendy.
However, there's a kM of truth behind it.
The rewards of traveling are over*helm
ing. with few — if any - consequences
Vkhether ywu travel for know ledge of
another culture — for the sake of Ameri
can culture if ywu travel the States — or for
vwurself. it should he an integral part of all
our lives
It takes a spec lal type of person hi travel
for the sole reason of wishing hi gam little
know ledge of different cultures For those
special people, there's no need for motiva
txm bec ause ywu simply cannot understand
iMher cultures unlevs you experience them
first hand However, there are many people
who put some emphasis on learning about
different cultures but Ain't make it their
highest pnonrv For those people, there

are even more reasons for them to travel
— they’re in for a shock.
Perhaps the most compelling reason to
travel is for your own sake. I cannot ex
plain how refreshing it is to live in another
culture and leam new things. Personalities
from different cultures clash, and we all
know these encounters can cause conflicts.
However, the rewards are outstanding if
the encounter is exploited correctly. By
comparing yourself to someone from a dif
ferent culture and identifying those differ
ences. you will leam many new things that
were invisible before because everyone
around you had similar characteristics
1 ask all of you to travel abroad to get
a kxik at America and yourself from the
outsxle in. There is an incredible world out
there — all you’ve got to do is buy a ticket.

Forrest Karbowski, Arts and Entertainment Editor
arts@lanthorn.com
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Local seniors experience a blast from the past
By Michelle Pawlak
GVL Staff Writer
It was almost a typical talent
show. On May 12 seniors filled
the Spring Lake High School au
ditorium stage with performanc
es. But these were not seniors
graduating from high school —
these were senior citizens, aged
60 to 100.
The 35th Anniversary Vari
ety Show was a celebration of
the North Ottawa Area Council
on Aging. It showcased over 20
seniors and the Coopersville OK
Choir. Acts included singing, tap
dancing, jitterbug dancing, po
etry readings and instrumental

performances. Participants and
audience members from all over
West Michigan including Allen
dale, Grand Haven, Coopersville
and Marne attended the event.
Connie Farrel said she was
delighted to be asked to act as
the show’s master of ceremonies.
She told stories about perform
ers and told jokes during stage
transitions. She said her material
came from what she was think
ing at the moment by knowing
such “dear people.” Her humor
got the crowd excited right from
the beginning and lasted into the
“You Are My Sunshine” finale,
performed by all the partici
pants.

Farrel said she thinks the
show was important in many
ways.
“It was important to the peo
ple.” she said. “From the 16 dif
ferent acts, it was important for
talented people to have an oppor
tunity to show what they could
do. It was important for people
to understand that just because
they are old citizens, they have
talent, stage presence and the de
sire to please an audience.”
Mary Fisher, 93, of Grand
Haven read a poem called “Se
nior Dreams” for the show. The
majority of the audience was
also senior citizens who were
able to understand and relate to

its meaning.
Bill and Carol Caddock,
both 64, of Spring Luke used
their dancing talents to enter
tain the audience. They got the
audience’s toes tapping by danc
ing the jitterbug. Frank and Dee
Hayes, of Marne, also showcased
their dancing abilities.
Hannah Kammeraad. a 97year-old from Grand Haven,
showed the crowd that age is
only a number to her. Born in
1908 and living through both
world wars, Kammeraad found
her passion in the piano. She
played a medley of Broadway
songs and the hymn “How Great
Thou Art.”

After the show, audience
members and participants were
asked to join festivities outside
the auditorium. There they could
visit several art displays and
snack on desserts.
The council's mission is to
“Promote and safeguard the
independence and well being
of people over the ago of 60 in
northern Ottawa County,” and
to act “as an advocate, informa
tion clearinghouse and provider
of services to individuals and
their families through a variety
of programs.”
Gail Ringelberg. executive
director of the council, said the
purpose of the show was to cel

ebrate the council’s 35 years of
existence and to highlight se
niors while including the com
munity. She said she was pleased
with the audience and participant
turnout.
“The audience was very re
ceptive.” she said. “They enjoyed
and got into it. We’ve received
lots of positive feedback.”
Ringelberg said due to the
great feedback, the council hopes
to have another vuriety show in
five years.
“We certainly don't want to
wait 35 years to do it again, but
we want to keep it special," she
said.

Copperfield amazes GR audience
Reviewed by Alan
Ingram
GVL Managing Editor
Internationally known illusion
ist David Copperfield lived up to
his reputation during a recent visit
to West Michigan.
Copperfield offered two phe
nomenal performances, which can
only be described as astonishing
and mind-blowing, at the DeVos
Performance Hall in Grand Rap
ids on April 9.
From appearing on stage
sitting on a Harley Davidson mo
torcycle that magically appeared
in a previously empty white box
to taking an audience member
to Hawaii for a reunion with her
father, Copperfield kept the audi
ence simply wondering. “How
did he do that?”
Copperfield began his evening
of illusions by transporting him
self through a thick steel plate that
required four men and a crane to
put into place. The only holes in
the steel were small and used to
lift it into place.
Members of the audience
examined the steel before Cop
perfield climbed onto a platform
beneath it and laid down. A shiny
silver fabric covered the steel
and platform while the four men
spun it around. The audience
could see underneath the platform
w hile Copperfield made his way
through the thick steel, yielding a
huge applause from the audience.
Throughout the performance,
Copperfield had great rapport
with the audience. For every il
lusion he addressed and involved
the audience. His performance
was extremely interactive.

In between stunning the
audience with his amazing illu
sions, Copperfield shared two
intimate and heartfelt moments
with the crowd, which provided
an interesting twist to his show.
These two stories led perfectly
into the most amazing illusion of
the night.
In the first illusion, Cop
perfield shared a memory of his
father and grandfather. When he
first announced that he was going
to be a magician, Copperfield said
his father discouraged him, much
as Copperfield’s grandfather had
done to his father years before.
Copperfield’s grandfather
always wanted a green 1948
Lincoln Convertible that he was
never able to afford. Instead, he
owned two old jalopies. Using the
license plate numbers from the
two cars, his grandfather played
the lottery frequently, hoping to
one day purchase his dream car.
Using three random people
from the audience, Copperfield
had them each give him two num
bers between one and 50. After
each person gave two numbers.
Copperfield had them answer a
question.
Before the show, Copperfield
predicted the numbers the crowd
would pick as well as their an
swers to the questions and locked
them in a box. which was brought
out before the performance
began and hung from the ceiling.
When the box was unlocked, his
predictions were revealed. They
matched the audience members’
responses perfectly.
As the two final parts of the
illusion, Copperfield brought out
the two old license plates, which
matched the numbers the crowd

selected. To conclude the spec
tacle, he made his grandfather’s
dream car appear on a platform
about five feet in the air, which he
promptly climbed into and started
up for the audience.
The other touching moment
of the evening was when Cop
perfield took a member of the

audience to Hawaii. Copperfield
had received a letter from the
woman’s father, asking him to
fulfill a promise he had made to
his daughter; they had not spoken
for years. Copperfield brought her
up to the stage and the two got on
a platform that extended over the
crowd. After they disappeared, a

appeared in it moments later sitting on a Harley Davidson motorcycle.

GVL A&E Editor
When Weezer came out with
the “Blue" album in 1994. it
had such a profound effect on
me that listening to it was the
aural equivalent of signing a
contract to like anything the
band ever released in my life
time. When I discovered their
second disc, “Pinkerton,” in
high school and the emotional
angst and quirky tunes changed
my life again, it was like re
newing wedding vows.
»'
So I was prepared for the
decrepit and wretched “Green
album, which spawned a
grand total of two actually
good songs, and eight others
that weren’t exactly bad, but
had a nasty trend of sounding
exactly the same. “Maladroit’
renewed the hope with several
truly enjoyable songs and hints
of the quirkiness and acerbic
wit of “Pinkerton.” although it
lacked a certain ... something,
as a whole.
’
Now, with “Make Believe,’
Weezer has released its most
homogenous effort to date.
Each song is infectiously
poppy, starting with the hit

'Unleashed' should
have stayed caged
Reviewed By Brent Mata
GVL Staff Writtr

single “Beverly Hills.” It’s a
summery song — the type
you’d blast with the windows
down speeding along an open
road with the sun at your back
and the wind in your face. My
roommate informed me that the
song consists entirely of three
chords, and I informed him
that I don’t care. It’s fun, and
sometimes that is all that really
matters.
“Fun” is probably the best
word to describe “Make Be
lieve.” It’s like cotton candy
— tasty, but hardly filling.
What perplexes me is that
“Make Believe” is being hailed
as a return to the days of the
“Blue” album or “Pinkerton.”
This is clearly not the case.
Weezer’s first two albums had
an edge that is all but absent
from their most recent work,
and more importantly they
had a sense of humor. Lead
singer Rivers Cuomo’s lyrics
on “Make Believe” have been
described as “honest,” and
maybe that’s true, but what
people seem to be missing is
that they’re also embarrass
ingly lame.
Take the chorus to the song
“My Best Friend.” Cuomo
croons, “You’re my best friend/

audience.
In all. Copperfield’s perfor
mance was out-of-this-world and
well worth the money for anyone
who paid to see it. Hie illusion
ist never disappointed during his
performance. With luck. Grand
Rapids will remain a stop on his
future tours.

Ta da! After assistants showed the audience a large empty white box, illusionist Da\ id Copperfield

Fans will have to
'Make Believe' new
Weezer CD is good
Reviewed By Forrest
Karbowski

live feed from Hawaii showed the
two appearing there, w here she
was reunited w ith her father. Cop
perfield used an audience member
early in the show to prove the
feed was real. Before leaving
Hawaii, Copperfield grabbed a
handful of sand dial, when lie
reappeared, he sprinkled in the

And I love you/And I love you/
Yes I do.” Another song has
Cuomo lamenting, “I apologize
to you/And to anyone else that
I hurt too.” Sometimes listen
ing to Make Believe is like
reading poetry by a five-yearold to his mother. It’s sweet
and charming, but do you
really want to pay for it?
Musically, the album
doesn’t even really sound
like Weezer. If it weren’t for
Cuomo’s unmistakable vocals,
most of the songs would be
unidentifiable as Weezer songs.
“This Is Such a Pity" sounds
like a Killers track with less
depth. “Freak Me Out” is a
formula emo song with the
most laughable lyrics in the
history of rock. The rest of the

album is fairly radio-friendly
guitar-pop.
The best song on the album
is also the most reminiscent of
their older work, the hard-rock
ing “We Are All On Drugs." It
sounds like a leftover from the
“Maladroit” sessions, and gives
a flicker of the old sneer that
“Make Believe” lacks.
Despite all this. I can’t deny
that I enjoy listening to "Make
Believe." If it had been written
by any band other than Weezer.
1 probably wouldn’t give it a
second listen, but there’s some
thing about the band — maybe
it’s nostalgia — but regardless,
“Make Believe" has a place in
my compact disc collection ...
just below the “Green” album.

Very graciously do 1 grade
"Unleashed" a D and not a
straight F. This is strictly because
of some very entertaining action
sequences.
The rest of the film is a surpris
ingly disappointing mess. I’m not
sure \\ hat happened to the legend
ary director Luc Besson, who
gave us amazing films like “Leon:
The Professional," and "The Fifth
Element." but his recent asso
ciation in other productions, like
“Kiss of the Dragon” and the hor
rid Jimmy Fallon movie "Taxi," is
just as sad as it is confusing.
Besson is credited w ith writ
ing this tape. "Unleashed," is
about Danny (Jet Li) who hits
been trained since youth by his
"Uncle” Bart (Bob Hoskins) to be
a human attack dog. We can only
assume there is a psychological
connection based on the concept
of Danny’s collar, which, when
taken off. prompts him to beat his
opponents until they are dead. or
until Bart says otherwise. After
an unfortunate event w ith Bait.
Danny is taken in by a blind piano
player (Morgan Freeman) and his
teenage step-daughter. Victoria.
“Unleashed" begins w ith an
excellent tight scene — Jet Li
pi Hinds away at his enemies un

mercifully. Bob Hoskins portrays
the aw ful giuig leader Uncle Bart
wonderfully. He’s every bit as
notorious as the tights lie orches
trates. Even the dialogue main
tains some semblance of continu
ity. with little hints into Danny’s
past. These actions bookend the
film, which are a real delight. It's
too bad the filmmakers thmight
a dramatic lose story in-between
would add depth to Danny's
character.
This formula might have
worked if it had been written
better. For a huge portion of this
film, the audience endures Danny
being taught how to shop at a
supermarket, being told how to
tell if a melon is ripe (wow. that’s
new ), learning to en joy ice cream
and learning to kiss in a make-out
session with Sam's teenage step
daughter. Victoria (Kerry Con
don). Might I nx*ntion that Jet Li
is his forties, which is w ay beyond
creepy. With corny dialogue ami
cliche morals, viewers begin to
hope Danny’s collar will come off
long enough for him to violently
end their torment — especially the
anxxint dished (Hit by the over
acting. broce-faced step-daughter.
Even the calm presence of
Morgan Freeman couldn't save
this movie. If you’re looking for a
Kung Fu flick. “Unleashed" offers
wonderful choreography, bdt tne
rest of the film is for the dogs.
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The volleyball team of Grand
Valley State University will tind
it easier to live up to the expecta
tions of its traditionally strung pro
gram with its newly signed seven
high school seniors who will
join the squad for the 2(X)5-2(K)6
season. The crew signed by head
coach Deanne Scanlon includes
two setters, three outside hitters
and two middle blockers, which
creates a diverse recruiting class.

6
Grand Valley State University
women's golf coach Lori Stinson
has coached the Lakers for six
years. In five of those six years.
Stinson has led her teams to
finishes of sixth place and better
within the nation, turning the
program around dramatically.
This weekend. Stinson’s leakers
recorded a school-best national
finish in second place.

5
Five members of the Grand Valley
State University softball team
were distinguished with All-Con
ference honors. Denise Ireton.
Tara Marsh and Knstin Jenner
were named to the Great Lakes
Conference Second Team In
addition. Crista Buresh and Sarah
Paape were given GLIAC Honor
able Mention honors.

4
The Grand Valley State University
women’s soccer team announced
Erica Demers as its new assistant
coach last week. Demers spent
four years as a Division I college
athlete as part of the Oakland Uni
versity soccer team. Demers also
played a season at The Citadel
along with coaching a number of
Amateur Athletics Union teams.

Lakers of
the Month

Melissa Sneller is Laker
of the Month after she
rewrote the record books
for Grand Valley State
University women’s golf in
Albuquerque. New Mexi
co this weekend. Sneller
finished the Division II
National Tournament as
the individual champion
with a four-round score of
292. Sneller won by a sin
gle stroke that came via
a birdie putt on the final
hole of the tournament.
The Lakers finished in
second place as a team,
behind team champion
Rollins College.

Third time's the charm
By Jayson Bussa
GVL Sports Editor
The baseball team of Grand
Valley State University has done it
for a third straight year, yet it never
manages to get old for them.
On May 14 in Detroit, the
Lakers won a third straight Great
Lakes Conference title by going 30 in the GLIAC Conference Tour
nament. The Lakers successfully
defeated Saginaw Valley State
University and also took a pair of
games from Findlay University.
Early in the first game of the
tournament, though, things did not
look too promising for the Lakers
as they found themselves down
by eight runs in the bottom of the
sixth inning against the Cardinals.
“There’s always hope, but you
are a little pessimistic about your
chances,” said head coach Steve
Lyon. “We still had hope but it
looked bleak early.”
The Lakers staged a dramatic
comeback in the bottom half of the
sixth inning highlighted by a grand
slam from Nate Secor that fueled a
seven run surge and cut the enor

mous SVSU lead to a single run.
In the ninth inning, the Lakers tied
the game with a sacrifice fly from
Nick Smith that scored Scott Al
len.
In the extra 10th inning, the
Cardinals put up a single run, but
it was matched by GVSU’s Lee
VanStreain, who punched a single,
scoring Chad Rohacs and knotting
the game again. In the bottom of
the 11th inning, the Lakers sealed
the first round victory. With the
bases loaded. Cardinal pitcher
Steve Schlaff hit Rohacs to score
Allen as the winning run.
“He |Secor| rose to the occa
sion, that is for sure,” Lyon said.
“He has some pop in his bat. and
he hasn’t had a lot of at-bats but
he’s a gamer and he stepped up.”
After the comeback victory
against the Cardinals, the Lakers
battled Findlay in the second and
third rounds of the tournament.
In the second round, the Lakers
routed the Oilers to a 6-4 loss. The
Lakers took the championship title
by a score of 9-4.
“We were optimistic against
them (Findlay],” Lyon said. “But

we weren’t looking past them.”
In the first game, the Lakers
found themselves on top of the
Oilers 6-0, going into the bottom
half of the eighth inning. Findlay
put up four runs in the last two in
nings of the game, but the Laker
defense held the Oilers at bay.
Grant Payton scored the win,
pitching seven and a third innings,
yielding six walks and no earned
runs. Payton also struck out six.
In the 9-4 championship win
over Findlay, Marty Jackimowicz
earned the win. advancing his re
cord to 4-0. Jackimowicz pitched
six and a third innings, walking
three and striking out a pair. He
also allowed three earned runs.
On the offensive side, six Lakers
had two or more hits, adding to
their total of 14 on the game. Nick
Sandy went three-for-five, scoring
twice. Allen also had two hits and
batted four runs.
“We jumped on them early
in both games, and that took
some pressure off,” Lyon said.
“Throughout the rest of the game
we played well and just held on.”
Many Lakers were honored on

GVL / Kate Brown
Swing! Sophomore Nick Smith bats during a previous

GLIAC Twinbill against Hillsdale.

the 2(X)5 All-GLIAC Tournament
Team. Allen (also MVP). Smith.
Rohacs. Scott Smith, Sandy, and
Payton were honored.
The Lakers will now advance
to the Division II North Central
Regional, where they came out as
champions last year. If they make
it through the tournament, they
will head to Montgomery, Ala.

tor the Division II World senes.
The Lakers will take on secondseeded Wisconsin-Parkside in the
first round. GVSl! lost to Wiscon
sin-Parkside last year in the same
round.
“A lot of guys have been
through this," Lyon said. “It is a
task that they will be up for.”

Sneller claims national
title, Lakers finish 2nd
‘I played very consistent and
didn’t take any big numbers,”
GVL Sports Editor
Sneller said.
The breakout performance by
Senior goiter Melissa Sneller
Sneller capped a successful post
is leaving a definite mark on the
season run for her. Sneller took first
women's golf program at Grand
place individually in both the Great
Valley State University.
Lakes Conference Championship
At the Division II National
Tournament as well as the Division
Championship Tournament last
II East Regional tournament.
weekend, held at the New Mexico
“Those [previous postseason
Championship Course. Sneller cap
tournaments] really gave me a lot
tured honors that no other female
of confidence,” Sneller said. “I’ve
GVSU golfer has had before. With
been playing pretty well all spnng
her four-round score of 292 (even
and just decided to come in here
with par|, Sneller was crowned as
and play my game and have fun
this year’s Division II Individual
with my teammates and my fam
National Champion, finishing just
ily.”
one stroke ahead of second place
Sneller’s per
finisher Pamela
formance led the
Feggans of Flori
GVSU women’s
da Southern Col
team to a schoolM...lt
was
a
total
team
lege.
record best finish
effort...Everyone stepped
“All around,
in second place
this is great for
it up for this last tourna
with a four-round
our team,” Sneller
ment."
score of 1220.
said. “We’ve been
The Lakers fin
working
really
ished
behind
hard every week
LORI STINSON
Rollins College,
for the entire
HEAD COACH
which finished
spring season, and
with 1185. The
we’ve been look
previous best fin
ing forward to this
ish that the Lakers have posted was
for a long time.”
two years ago when they finished
Sneller didn’t seal the deal un
fourth nationally.
til the final putt on the 18th hole. A
“It was challenging out there.”
5-foot birdie putt gave Sneller the
said head coach Lori Stinson. "The
edge against Feggans who missed
course was set up pretty tough but
her birdie putt opportunity, crown
we did a good job of sticking it
ing Sneller as champion without
out.”
needing extra rounds.
Stinson said the girls behind
Throughout the week. Sneller
Sneller did a good job of filling in
displayed continuity in her game.
behind her leading performance to
In the first round. Sneller shot a 74.
allow the Lakers to finish strong as
her highest round score of the tour
a team.
nament. She continued with a sec
Junior Enid Gage was the sec
ond round score of 72, and ended
ond best golfer for the Lakers as
the last two rounds of the tourna
she finished in a tie for 11th place
ment w ith a pair of 73s.

By Jayson Bussa
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National Champion: Senior women's golfer Melissa Sneller tees off during the second day of the Fall 2(X)4 Kadisson

Riverfront Classic at the Meadows.

overall, shooting a 308. Behind
Gage was junior Laura Leatherman
who finished 13th overall with 309.
Junior Kristi Vienneau and sopho
more Kate MacDonald rounded
out individual scoring for the Lak
ers. Vienneau shot 315 (T-18) and
MacDonald with a 316 (T-20).
“If you just look at the scores
we shot in the first three rounds and

you'll see it was a total team effort.
Stinson said. "Everyone stepped it
up for this last tournament.”
The second place finish comes in
Stinson’s sixth year as head coach
In five of those years. Stinson has
led her squad to a sixth place or
higher finish within the nation.
“She brings a lot of energy to
the team.” Sneller said of Stinson.

“She has us work on very helpful
things in all of our practices.”
Last year the Lakers finished
sixth in the nation. In the process
of bidding farewell to Sneller. the
Lakers will also lose seniors Shan
non Briggs and Cindi Earle.
“I’m just so proud of these
girls," Stinson said. ’They worked
so hard for this."

GVSU junior offers insight to the pros
By Alan Ingram
GVL Managing Editor
Jeremy Dow is named
Laker of the Month after
playing instrumental roles
in a pair of shut-out victo
ries for the Grand Valley
State University baseball
team. On May 1, Dow re
corded the 4-0 win against
Wayne State, pitching six
innings while allowing only
three hits and striking out
six. On May 7, Dow con
tinued his flawless perfor
mance by pitching six and
one third innings, ousting
Mercyhurst College 1-0.
In that affair, Dow struck
out nine The Lakers went
into the conference tour
nament 28-14 overall and
t9-9 in the Great Lakes
Conference.

t

When Grand Valley State Uni
versity junior Allen Tneu was in
eighth grade and had to make a
Web site for his class, he picked
something that interested him —
fixXball. Now, years later, he has
been interviewed by ESPN, gone
to two NFL combines and he re
ceives phone calls from NFL play
ers. agents and coaches.
Trieu kept his Web site. NFL
Draft Showcase, going after his
class project was over because of
the amount of time he put into it.
He concealed his age on his
Web site so that people would take
him senously.
Over time. Trieu said people
“started to take notice a little bit,”
and he was able to build a variety of

contacts including players, coaches
and agents.
Concealing his age helped him
get his “foot in the door.” Trieu ex
plained, because “football fans are
very opinionated, stubborn people,
and they all think that what they
know is right, so they’re not going
to listen to a 14-year-old kid." Now
that people know his age, he said
he still receives the same respect as
before.
When he started his site, http://
www.draftshowcase.com,
Trieu
said he never expected it to be as
successful as it has been.
“I think when I started getting emails from people that were legit. I
kind of said. ‘Wow. I can really go
somewhere with this.’” he said.
The general focus of Trieu’s
Web site is “talent and evaluation
from college players going into the

NFL.” he said. Throughout most of
the season, Trieu posts his observa
tions about players based on games
he watches on television and in
person. Once the season concludes,
he gets the schools' copies of the
games, which shows different an
gles of plays.
As soon as the season is over,
Trieu said he begins getting calls
from teams and agents that contact
him for his perspective on certain
players or to inform him about
other aspects of the players’ lives.
His said his busiest part of the year
is the time between the end of the
bowl games until NFL Draft time
in April.
Since he started, Tneu said the
best part has been going to the two
combines in Indianapolis. There,
he was able to meet some people
who he never thought he would

meet. He added that it is important
not to be too star struck since he is
supposed to be objective.
One of the benefits of doing
what he does. Trieu said, is learning
how to deal with players and agents
who are trying to sell themselves or
their clients.
“You learn how to weed through
who’s being real and who’s not,”
Trieu said.
Everything is a business, he ex
plained.
“It kind of helps me see how
things-are from a different perspec
tive than the average fan watching
at home,” Tneu said. “1 see the con
tract negotiations. I see all the stuff
that players have to go through
before they even make it on the
field.”
Agent Justin VanFulpen has
corresponded with Trieu for about

two years, beginning when he had
his own draft Web site and before
he became a sports agent. VanFul
pen graduated from GVSU in De
cember 2(X)3 with a degree in com
munications.
VanFulpen said he thinks Trieu
has a good grasp on the players and
has a lot of information for some
one who has not been in the busi
ness for a long time.
Trieu’s age was a surprise to
VanFulpen, the agent said. He
said he figured Trieu was probably
around 26 or 27 years old.
VanFulpen said he thinks Trieu
“does a great job" and he will be
"more than happy" to help Trieu in
the future if he needs it.
“1 definitely hope that he con
tinues in doing this career because
I think he’s got a bright future."
VanFulpen said.
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Duthler and Jones defy gravity and expectations
By Sarah Hawley
GVL Staff Writer

No brawl,
no fun?

I

By Jayson Bussa
GVL Sports Editor
The Pistons are boring to
watch. That fact is plain and
simple, but this is good news
for any Pistons fan. In the first
round of the NBA Playoffs,
the Detroit faithful did not see,
and will continue not to see,
any real nail-biting series of
games. Close games and Pis
tons defeats will be few and
far between.
Detroit’s first round against
the Philadelphia 76ers wasn't
a close one. Their only loss
in the series came on behalf
of the Pistons underachiev
ing against a team they knew
they were head and shoulders
above. The first two games of
the series reflected the copious
amounts of talent that the Pis
tons had on the 76ers. While
fumbling only a single game
(with one Detroit victory
coming in overtime), the Pis
tons breezed into the second
round of the Playoffs without
the least bit of sweat on their
brows.
So what did the Pistons
win in their victory against
Philadelphia? They won a
shot at another mediocre team
of equal talent to the team
[7bers] they already knocked
off. Apparently the second
round game was against the
Indiana Pacers is supposed to
be a good one because these
two teams have a ‘history’
with each other.
With the hype the main
stream media was putting on
for this post-’Throw Down in
Motown’ matchup, onlookers
might think this was game sev
en of the NBA Championship.
In reality, the second round of
the Playoffs has as little poten
tial as the first round, and all
the media hype is just another
vain attempt to attract interest
for the overly dull set of sec
ond round matchups.
The hype about the Pistons
and the Indiana Pacers is brew
ing for all the wrong reasons.
We cannot forget the al
tercation among a handful of
Pacers and Pistons players and
the Detroit crowd on Novem
ber 19,2004 simply because it
was an event unlike any other.
It is also a rare occurrence
which means it will forever
live in NBA history. But what
everyone forgets is that it was
an altercation between Pacer
players and a few die-hard
Detroit fans and involved only
a small conflict among oppos
ing players on each squad. It
hardly sparks any real flames
between the players. When
asked about the brawl, most
of the players shrug it off and
have no comment. They are
quite over it.
Even though both teams
have some legitimate on the
court rivalry, that is not what
people are focusing on. They
are looking for more fighting,
and while they focus on that,
they don’t notice how tom the
Pacers are to dull down the
series. The scoring backbone
(Attest) is not present while
the Pacers are worn down
from going seven games deep
against the Celtics in the first
round
With the negative attention
focused on the past brawl, fans
are losing sight of the only re
deeming qualities of the senes
that may make it interesting.
The most positive of which
is 2005 being Reggie Miller’s
final year with the league af
ter playing for 17 years. Fans
should look for Miller to give
the Pacers one last thing to re
member him by as he attempts
to carry the team against a su
perior Pistons team.
The Pistons/Pacers series
may not be the most exciting.
But judging by the other one
sided matchups fans do not
have many quality games to
watch.

Fearlessness,
competitive
ness and a strong work ethic are
some attributes track and field
fans associate with such athletes
as Jackie Joyner Kersey, Allyson
Felix and Shawn Crawford. In
many opinions, since their strong
performances this year, Rachel
Duthler and Lindsey Jones are
not far behind.
The two athletes soared to
new heights at the University of
Michigan on May 7. Duthler and
Jones competed at the Len Paddock Invitational and reached
NCAA qualifying marks.
“You have to be a well-round
ed athlete with a combination of
speed, strength, flexibility and
coordination,” said Grand Val
ley State University head coach
Jerry Baltes.
In the outdoor competition,
sophomore Duthler cleared 12
feet 11 1/2 inches for first place
and broke the GVSU school

record again. She previously
set the record at 12-1, which
was new just earlier this sea
son. Duthler’s accomplishments
speak for themselves as she is
currently ranked fourth in the
nation.
Duthler began pole vaulting
five years ago when her back
ground in gymnastics led her
to the sport. Duthler. however,
gives most of the credit to the
GVSU vaulting program.
“I love the vault program at
GVSU,” she said. “It is most def
initely the best in our conference
and one of the best in the nation.
Our coach has built a program
rather than only individual vaulters. We work as a team, help each
other out, encourage each other
land] challenge each other. The
vault program has pushed me to
where I am today.”
Duthler also set the indoor
pole vaulting record at GVSU
this season when she cleared 120 1/2, which surpassed teammate
Jones' record height of 12 feet.

“Rachel (Duthler] is a great
role model as a team mem
ber, student and a community
member," Baltes said. “Lindsey
IJonesJ is following m her foot
steps.”
Freshman Jones is from St.
Clair and started vaulting in
the ninth grade after her high
school coach introduced her to
the event.
“It’s a blast to do!” Jones ex
claimed. “1 love being upside
down and defying gravity.”
Pole vaulting is a technical
sport, and Jones finds that the
most difficult part. She explained
that if one small part doesn’t go
well, then the whole vault is
botched. But as a Laker, her fel
low vaulters are always there for
support and good competition,
she said.
“We (Jones and Duthler)
make similar mistakes in our
vaults and have an understand
ing of each other,” Jones said.
“The competition we have is
more improving in our own

heights and along with the other
vaulters — being competitive in
the GL1AC conference.”
Duthler explained the duo is
quicker to act as teammates rath
er than as opponents.
“Our goal is more to compete
together against other teams.”
Duthler said. "Of course, it is
good to have someone good
around to push me towards my
best. The level of competition is
always higher.”
The team’s practice schedule
consists of vaulting tw ice a week
and weight lifting two to four
times a week Also in the mix
are one day of ropes and gym
nastics. one day of pool vaulting
and one day of cross training,
explained the vaulting coach
Lou Andreadis.
Duthler and Jones both have
goals yet to be attained Duthler
said she hopes to reach a half
inch more on the season and
Jones said she looks to clear 12b next season.

til l l*\lyn Gilkrrt
Abme and bound: Sophomore
polevauller Rachel Duthler
sompetes in a lt.uk meet earlier
this year.

Football's offense re-loaded for '05
By Jayson Bussa
GVL Sports Editor
The Grand Valley State Univer
sity football team is putting much
time and effort into the spring and
early fall to get where they want to
go in the November and December
weeks of their season.
With a healthy dose of practices
in the spring, the Lakers are looking
to get back in the sw ing of things
Lind to allow the newly signed
freshmen and transfers to adjust
to the program. To cap off spring
practices, the Lakers put their skills
to the test in a game time situation.
The Lakers took part in the an
nual oft'ense-versus-defense scrim
mage, dubbed the Outback Steakhouse Classic on April 23. During
the inter-squad scrimmage, the
team used a modified form of scor
ing so that both the offense and the
defense could score points. In the
affair, the offense came out as the
winner by a score of 72-57. Both
new and veteran faces were given
playing time as the Lakers gave
coaches and fans a glimpse of what
to expect in the 2005 season.
On the offensive side of the
ball, the game plan centered on
the ground game. The Lakers will
be looking to fill a big gap in their
rushing game after they bade fare
well to their primary running back
Michael Tennessee. With glimpses
of several of the Laker personnel in
the scrimmage, the Lakers appear
ready to pick up the pieces left by
Tennessee.
In total, the Lakers tallied a total
of 297 yards on the ground, which
came on 59 carries. The Lakers also
scored three touchdowns with their

running game.
The leader on the ground was
sophomore running back Preston
Garris. Garris was handed the ball
18 times in the scrimmage and
scampered for 80 yards, with one
touchdown that came from seven
yards out. Garris was redshirted
last year after coming out of Mona
Shores High School. He was origi
nally labeled a wide receiver by the
staff, but is testing the waters as a
tailback.
Behind Garris were a handful of
Lakers who made legitimate paigress on the ground. Freshman Nate
Bieszka had eight carries for 75
yards in his debut w ith the Lakers.
Another debut was made by Grand
Rapids native Astin Martin who is
currently a junior transfer from Di
vision I Toledo. Martin had 12 car
ries for 43 yards.
Rounding off the rushing attack
was sophomore Rhoderick Tyler
(10 carries, 46 yards, one touch
down) and redshirt junior Brandon
Langston who had a 53-yanl touch
down dash.
With the use of a grueling
ground game, the staff was happy
to see the absence of one thing.
“I was pleased with what I saw
today on both sides of the ball,"
said head coach Chuck Martin after
the scrimmage. “But most impor
tantly, we suffered no season-end
ing injuries.”
The Lakers also went to the
air with the ball, a signature of
the offense over the last couple of
years, which is now centered on
junior quarterback Cullen Finnerty.
Finnerty completed 10 of his 17
passing attempts for 107 yards and
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Gearing up: The Laker football team prepares tor next year' season at a m nmmage duWxxl
the Outback Steakhouse Classic April 2 V

a pair of touchdowns.
On the receiving end of those
passes were junior Eric Fowler,
who caught a total of six passes for
92 yarxls and a touchdown atong
with breakout, and wide receiver
Demonte Collins, who caught two
passes of his own for 26 yards lukI
a touchdown.

On defense, LVrrick Jones
hauled down his teammates tor
seven tackles while forcing a
fumble. Freshman linebacker Jor
don Munson also kx'ked to make
a quick iiLuue fir himself among
the team with five tackles and one
interception.
“The kids compete on both

sides of the ball, and we dal a Km
of things well." Marlin said “But 1
also saw a number of areas that we
i>eed to unptvwe on.”
The l .akers have time to work
ihii the kinks in their game before
they take on tong-time crews-state
rivals Ferns State University at
Lubbers Stadium on Aug. 27.

Grand Valley softball team out of playoffs
A pair of quick losses
boots Lakers from the
postseason
By Jayson Bussa
GVL Sports Editor
There are many noticeable
differences between this and
last year's Grand Valley State
University softball teams. The
most visible is that at this time
last year, the team was gear
ing up to travel further into the
postseason, while the squad of
this year has finished its sea
son prematurely.
After riding a three-game
winning streak into the Great
Lake Conference Tournament
in Midland, Mich., the Lakers
dropped their first two games
of the double elimination
event and ended their season
with an overall record of 2420 and a conference record of
13-7, finishing in fifth place in
the conference.
“I thought we were going to
be in pretty good shape,” said
head coach Doug Woods. All
eight of the teams were pretty
close to each other throughout
the year."
In addition to winning
their last three games prior
to the tournament, the Lakers

also won eight of their last 10
games until they fumbled in
the postseason. In five of those
successful games, the Lakers
held their opponents to only
one run. Howeve’r. the momen
tum of solid defensive perfor
mance did not provide enough
to power the Lakers past two
familiar conference foes in the
tournament.
In the first round on May
5, the Lakers fell to 6th place
Wayne State University (1010. 21-22) by a score of 2-7.
The Lakers’ pitching ace
Kristin Jenner took the mound
for the Lakers and maintained
a tie game (2-2) until things
fell apart in the fifth. The War
riors scored a total of five runs
in the fifth inning, burying the
Lakers for the rest of the con
test. Though the Lakers lost by
five runs, they still out hit the
Warriors 10-7, but left eight
runners on base.
“We had one bad inning in
that game where we let up Five
hits in a row,” Woods said.
“We out hit Wayne State but
we couldn’t string together
two hits.”
Jenner pitched four innings
in the game and recorded the
loss. She allowed six hits and
six earned runs. She struck out
two and walked two.

To maintain postseason life,
the Lakers went into the sec
ond round of the tournament
on May 6 against Saginaw
Valley State University (8-10,
20-20). where they lost 1-4.
ending their season.
The Lakers only put one run
on the board coming from out
fielder Tara Marsh, batted in
by third baseman Denise Ireton. But the quick start by the
Cardinals, who scored three
in the first inning and anoth
er run in the second, was too
much for the Lakers to han
dle. Stephanie Cole recorded
the loss for the Lakers as she
pitched the entire game, allow
ing seven hits and three earned
runs. Cole also struck out none
and walked three.
“Our overall defense in the
game was OK. but we made a
few mental mistakes that hurt
us in the end." Woods said
“1 don’t think we overlooked
them. We knew that anyone
could beat anyone in this tour
nament."
Despite the early exit by the
Lakers, five individuals from
the team received GLIAC rec
ognition.
Ireton, Marsh and Jenner
were named to the AU-GL1AC
second team while Sarah Paape
and Crista Buresh received

honorable mention honors.
“All three of those girls
played steady throughout the
year.” Woods said “They re
ceived the recognition they
deserved.”
The early exit for the l.nk
ers may serve as a learning ex

perience for next year.
“We learned that every time
you go out there, you have to
pul forth your best effort."
Woods said. “You can't take
a pitch off. an inning off, or a
game off.”
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White student from Ml learns to be minority
Associated Press

V
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Graduates: David Yarnall, right, and 1 BradYancy, left, stand in the rain at
the start of the 121st Commencement exercises ot Morehouse College in
Atlanta, Sunday May 15, 2005.

PORTAGE. Mich. - David
YarnaU’s application to More
house College started out as a
joke.
But the white Portage resident
who enrolled in the all-male
historically black school in At
lanta to experience being a mi
nority now has graduated and is
ready to take on the world.
His Atlanta roommate. Dorian
Burton, also graduated from
high school m Portage Northern
in suburban Kalamazoo, and
then Morehouse. Burton, who
is black, said he thought Yarnall
was kidding when he first ex
pressed interest in Morehouse.
“But he thought about it more
and more. ... He just decided to
come down here,” Burton told
the Kalamazoo Gazette for a
story Monday.
About 95 percent of the rough

ly 2,900 students at Morehouse dents in a class of about 500.
are black. Yarnall said that
His mother, Sharon Hunter,
is partially why he chose the said she was worried at first
school.
about Yarnall attending More
“I just wanted to be in a non house.
white environment to see what
“What I worried about the most
it was like,” Yarnall said. “I was resentment that a white stu
was surprised to
dent had taken
see there really
the spot of a
wasn’t
much
black student,”
“I just wanted to be in a
difference from
she said.
my high school. non white environment to
Yarnall, who
see what it was like.”
You still have
now plans to
kids who listen
work for year
to punk music.
before
going
You still have
to Japan with
kids who listen
Burton to teach
DAVID YARNALL
to country.”
English,
said it
MOREHOUSE GRADUATE
Friends and
did not bother
family say Yar
him that he
nall had been
was suddenly
a quiet boy who blossomed at a minority at Morehouse. He
Morehouse. On Sunday, the 23- said there were some comments
year-old graduated with a phi about his presence on campus.
losophy degree.
“Those are typically freshmen.
He was one of two white stu They come to Morehouse ex

pecting to attend an all-black
school,” he said.
But for the most part, he said, he
felt embraced. The year Yarnall
started at the school, he even
got a mention in the school’s
student newspaper as No. 11 in
a listing of “What’s right with
Morehouse.... Dave. The White
guy. You gotta respect him,” the
article said.
The Atlanta college, founded in
1867, is recognized for turning
out successful black men, even
during eras when other institu
tions shunned them.
But the college does not shun
diversity, said Terrance Dixon,
associate dean of admissions
and recruitment.
“It’s not about producing great
African-American male lead
ers. This is about producing
great leaders, period,” he said.
“David is not a lone ranger on
our campus.”

Man donates
gallons of blood
over decade
By Joe Eskou
The Daily Mining Gazette
(Houghton)
PORTAGE
TOWNSHIP.
Mich. — The average adult has
10 pints of blood in his or her
body.
Every eight weeks, after do
nating his own blood. Octave
Limback of Houghton County’s
Portage Township gets by for a
little while on nine.
Limback. head custodian at
Houghton-Portage
Township
Schools, has donated blood every
eight weeks for the last 13 years.
His cumulative donation after
an April 13 blood dnve at Hough
ton High School reached 80 pints
— 10 gallons of lifesaving blood
The milestone was recognized
by organizers including Marce1 laine Lewis, blood drive coordina
tor at the high school since 1994.
Lewis awarded Limback with a
plaque honoring his dedication as
a donor, and gift certificates.
Limback began donating regu
larly at Portage Health System’s
old location on the Hancock wa
terfront. When he was able to help
Lewis organize the twice-annual
drive at his place of employment

11 years ago. he began to take
part there whenever it tit into his
eight-week donor schedule.
“Every time 1 give. 1 schedule
another appointment.’’ Limback
said.
While red blood cells are re
placed within three to four weeks
of donating, it takes eight weeks
to restore iron levels.
Houghton was the first Upper
Peninsula high school to organize
a blood drive, and Lewis said it
since has caught on with the stu
dents.
“It's become a nte of passage
for them.” Lewis said. "(The
students) really look forward to
donating their first pint of blood
here at the high school. (They re
alize) it’s not scary and nothing
bad is going to happen.”
Lewis pointed out that when
separated into components, a unit
of blood has the potential to save
three lives.
“It’s something really mean
ingful they can do. The minor
inconvenience of a pin-stick is
far outweighed by the potential to
save lives. A kid that starts donat
ing when they're 17 hits the po
tential to save hundreds of lives.”
Seventeen is the minimum age

AP Photo / The Daily Mining Gazette / William A. Rice
Blood budds: Octave Limback, of Dodgeville, Mich., holds gauze on his arm after donating blood at Houghton High School,

April. 13 2005. Limback began donating blood nearly 13 years ago and reached the 10 gallon mark with this most recent donation.

L

for donation.
“Hopefully I'm helping out
other people.” Limback said. “1
don't mind giving. I enjoy doing
it. It's a way of helping out the
community ... you never know
when you might need (a blood

By Matthew Pennington
Associated Press Writer
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LAHORE, Pakistan — Lahore's
Odeon cinema has seen better
days. The Punjabi song-and-dance
feature on the screen plays to rows
of empty seats, the scratchy image
and crackling soundtrack as old as
the memory of a packed house.
Pakistan’s once thriving film
industry, which used to pump out
80 to 100 movies a year, seems in
terminal decline. Cinemas are clos
ing. and owners say the only thing
that can save them is lifting a 40year-old ban on showing movies
made in India — Pakistan’s enemy
in three wars.
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required of actual blood.
Limback wants to encourage
more people to donate.
“One doctor said it’s actually
good for your body (to donate),”
he said.
Because a fresh supply of
blood is constantly needed, the

regional blood bank often runs
low.
“If people donated even twice
a year, that would help out the
blood bank tremendously,” Lim
back said.

Pakistan looks to archrival
India to save dying film industry

THE SALVATION ARMY

1491 Division Street
Grand Rapids, Ml 49507

transfusion) yourself.”
Each day in the United States,
32.000 pints of blood are used,
saving about 4.5 million lives
every year. Donations are relied
upon because there is no replace
ment for human blood — no syn
thetic compounds can do the jobs

The Lahore-based movie busi
ness — known as Lollywood,
similar to its Bollywood cousin
in Bombay. India — has suffered
both from booming sales of pi
rated movies on video and DVD
and from the recent spread of cable
TV channels showing Bollywood
blockbusters.
Only about 25 mainstream
movies were made last year, and
most bombed. As recently as 1989,
there were 101 Pakistani movies
produced.
"The situation is growing worse
by the day. Urdu and Punjabi (lan
guage) cinema is almost doomed,”
said Shazad Gul, respected movie
director and chief of Evemew Stu
dio, the main production facility for
Pakistani films.
Dwindling cinema revenues
mean the films that do make it to
the big screen are usually cheap
productions with hackneyed plots
and the same few actors that can
only attract audiences with lots of
blood-spilling and sexual innuendo
— the latter tame by Hollywood
standards.
“People just want naked bodies
and vulgar dances," lamented Mo
hammed Aslam, a popcorn vendor
at the Odeon, where only two doz
en customers, most of them ignor
ing the no-smoking signs, came for
a recent night’s main feature — a
1971 comedy in black and white.
Lollywood moviemaking dates
back to before the partition of the
subcontinent into India and Paki
stan after independence from Brit
ain in 1947.

Pakistani stars from the pre-TV
era — like “Melody Queen” Noorjahan and leading man Moham
med Ali — were household names
and drew big audiences throughout
their long careers.
The business was helped for
many years by the ban imposed
on Indian films in the early 1960s,
shortly before the two countries
fought their second war. But theater
owners now say they need to show
Indian movies because not enough
films are being made at home.
Zoraiz Lashari. chairman of
the Action Committee of Cinema
Owners, said only about 270 the
aters remain in Pakistan — down
from more than 1,500 during the
heyday of Pakistani films.
Nadeem Mandviwalla, whose
family has owned a Karachi cin
ema for 40 years, said it has been
losing money for three years.
He said his business desperately
needs the government to drop the
ban on showing Indian movies, a
prohibition that does not apply to
cable TV.
“The whole of Pakistan is
watching Indian films on television,
so why not let them watch them in
the cinemaT’ Mandviwalla said.
“Right now we have two choices:
sell the business or die."
Lashari said the government
reviewed the Indian movie ban
last year, but concluded it wasn’t
the “appropriate time” to lift it. He
does not think that will change un
til the two countries settle their ri
val claims to the Himalayan region
of Kashmir.
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Star Wars: Episode III ends saga
By David Glrmain
AP Movie Writer
SAN RAFAEL, Calif. (AP)
- The father turned evil. The son
dn’t. Wits Anakin Skywalker the
overbad bad seed, or did he just
ive a tougher upbringing than his
>y Luke?
George Lucas’ chronicle of
ie Skywalker family, which con
udes with “Star Wars: Episode 111
- Revenge of the Sith.” makes a
ce cinematic case study of the old
iture vs. nurture debate. Are gcxxl
id evil bred in llie bone, or cultiited through life experience?
“Revenge of the Sith” cometes Lucas’ prequel series about
e rtxits of Anakin. a dashing pilot
id Jedi knight who turns to the
irk side and is transformed into
arth Vader.
How about it. George? Was
nakin bom bad?
“No,” Lucas told The Assoated Press. “That’s why most
xiple got upset about Hpiscxle
' They said. Well, he should be
monster.’ But he’s not a monster,
e has sort of heightened skills and
v areness, and he's sniiuier than
tost people, but at the same time,
; makes rather bad decisions.”
Lucas chose to start with Alla
n’s boyhcxxl. showing him proessing from cheery, precocious
nocent in "Hpiscxle I — The Phaniii Menace.” to churlish, lovesick
ippy in "Hpiscxle II — Attack of
e Clones,” to twisted terminator
"Revenge of the Sith.”
As a prcxligy w ith skills beyond
s ye;irs. An;ikin became seduced
i the thought that he was destined
»r greater things than the average
di, said Lucas pal Steven Spiel-Tg“I think it was simple ambition
at turned him to the dark side,”
pielberg said. “The Uilogy says
• me it’s the diingers of that ambiin. Lcxik. he was in pcxl races at
o young of an age. In this case, it
as sort of the evil result of ambi

tions, being tcx> ambitious for his
own gcxxl."
Bom into slavery on the des
ert planet Tatcxiine, Anakin was a
mama s boy raised in a single-par
ent home never knowing who his
lather was. Identified by the Jedi
as the next big thing. Force-wise,
Anakin is whisked away to grow
up under the tutelage of such galac
tic gcxlfathers as Obi-Wan Kenobi,
Ytxla and Mace Windu.
As a teenager, Anakin returns
to Tatcxiine and slaughters a bund
ol nomadic "sand people" for kill
ing his mom, the Jedi apprentice’s
first steps toward a life of malevo
lence.
“Anakin comes from a singlemother upbringing. He had such an
extreme attachment to his mother,
and because of that, losing her
obviously had massive impact on
him." said Hayden Christensen,
who plays Anakin.
In "Revenge of the Sith,"
Anakin’s fear of losing the person
he most loves — his wife. Padme
Amidala - - makes him an easy
mark for the evil eni|x*ror-to-be.
who tempts the young Jedi to the
dark side with promises of bound
less pow er that would allow him to
save his woman.
"It really had to do with greed
and the Hip side of greed, which
is possessiveness," Lucas said. "If
you’re a Jedi. you can’t have possessiveness. You can love people,
you can care about people, but you
can’t hold on to them. As a result,
that’s where he goes wrong, and it
takes him down a path of gaining
power, and that power corrupts it
self. And pretty soon, he’s thinking
about becoming the emperor of the
universe."
No one is Kim with a Napo
leon complex. Yet our genetic raw
material does establish tendencies
for how each person will respond
to environmental factors, said Alan
Hilfer. a child psychologist at Maimonides Medical Center in New
York
"We come into the world with a

fhe final episode: Ac tor I layden Christensen poses next to a film character in front of a cinema at the Potsdamer Platz square in Berlin on Tuesday, May 17,
I 2005, on the occasion of the German movie premiere of "Star Wars: Episode III - Revenge of the Sith."

personality, a character. Some kids
are more irritable, some more sen
sitise, some kids are easygoing,”
Hilfer said. "We all come in with a
particular set of biological pieces to
make up who we are. How things
act on those pieces determine how
we navigate the rest of our lives.”
Anakin does have a biological
predisposition to great power in his
sky-high level of “mitachlorians,”
the microscopic mojos from which
Jedi and their evil counterparts, the
Sith. derive their potency.
Then, so too does Luke, who
inherits Dad’s innate powers.
"The Force is strong with this
one.” Darth observes on his first
encounter with Luke in the original
"Suit Wars." during a dogfight in
space.
“The Force runs strong in my

family,” Luke comments in "Re
turn of the Jedi,” hinting to Prin
cess Leia of her own hidden pow
ers as he reveals they are brother
and sister.
Luke grows up with a better
support system, raised in a stem but
loving home by his Uncle Owen
and Aunt Bern. Anakin’s step-kin.
on their Tatcxiine moisture farm.
And unknown to him. he has ObiWan watching over him from a dis
tance. biding his time until young
Skywalker is ready to learn the
ways of the Force.
Of course, Luke’s aunt and
unde are slain by Vader’s thugs.
And he faces a similar threat of loss
— in Luke’s case, his sister — yet
resists the temptation to chuck his
altar-boy ways and sell his soul to
the emperor.

At the end of “Hpiscxle VI —
Return of the Jedi.” Luke’s gcxxl
heart is so strong, he draws his
father back to the side of right as
Anakin renounces decades of de
pravity iuid dies with a loving gaze
fixed on his son.
"However Luke managed to
become selfless, because he wasn’t
really trained in the same way a
Jedi would be trained, but in the
end, when push came to shove,
he made a decision to be selfless,”
Lucas said. “He did not want the
power to control the universe. He
didn't want to be the emperor’s
right hand. He didn’t want to de
stroy his father, and he refused to
go along with the program.”
Put simply, Han Solo once
carped at Luke, “Don’t get cocky."
Luke got the message. Anakin

didn’t.
"I think it comes from some
one’s obsession and someone’s
ambition, letting their ambition get
the better of them,” Christensen
said. “That’s something that Luke
didn't really have. Although he
had this sense of wanting to have
something bigger, leave Tatooine
and all that.
“But Anakin believed the hype.
He thought he was the chosen one.
That’s a much different level of
wanting something more. Absolute
power, that’s not something Luke
wanted.”
And it was not something Lu
cas wanted for Luke. For all the
nature-vs.-nurture theorizing, Lu
cas has the easiest answer on why
Luke doesn't follow dad down the
path of evil.
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HOUSTON (AP) - Like a
scene from the horror movie “The
Birds,” large black grackles are
swooping down on downtown
Houston and attacking people’s
heads, hair and backs.
Authorities closed off a side
walk after the aggressive birds,
which can have 2-foot wingspans,
Hew out of magnolia trees Mon
day in front of the County Admin
istration Building.
“They were just going crazy,”
said constable Wilbert Jue, who
works at the building. “They were
attacking everybody that walked
by.”
The grackles zeroed in on a
lawyer who shooed a bird away
before he tripped and injured his
face. Jue said. The lawyer was
treated for several cuts.
It appears that the birds are
protecting their offspring. On
Monday a young grackle had fall
en out of its nest and adult birds
attacked people who got too close,
Jue said.
Another bird attacked a deputy
county clerk.
“I hit him with a bottle,” said
Sylvia Velasquez. "The other birds
came, and one attacked my blouse
and on my back.”
Two women came to help her
after she fell to the ground, and the
birds attacked them as well. The
group escaped by running into the
building.

lanthorn@gvsu.edu

but true

"This is a very Hitchcock kind
of story. Very Tippi Hedren,” said
downtown worker Laura Aranda
Smith, referring to one of the stars
of Alfred Hitchcock’s move "The
Birds.”

OLYMPIA, Wash. (AP) Vanity may be a sin, but a Christian
message on vanity license plates is
OK with the state of Washington.
The Department of Licensing
on Tuesday dismissed a complaint
against a vanity plate imprinted
with "JOHN316.”
"The plate is not offensive
under our rules and was never in
danger of being canceled,” said
Licensing Department Director
Liz Luce said.
The plate refers to the verse
in the New Testament that says,
“For God so loved the world, that
he gave his only begotten Son,
that whosoever believeth in him
should not perish, but have ever
lasting life.”
A complaint about the plate
was filed in April, and the depart
ment’s vanity plate review com
mittee called an early meeting to
deal with it because of the public
interest. The department did not
identify the owner of the plate or
the person who complained.
"This was just a routine, proce
dural review required by policy,”
Luce said.

GERMANTOWN, Tenn. (AP)
— Some residents of this upscale
Memphis suburb say ordinances
have gone to far. The final straw
may have been rules proposed
about when garage doors can be
opened.
Among other directives, the
city codes would tell homeown
ers to open their garage doors only
when entering or exiting or for
"short periods of time” for clean
ing and maintenance.
“I’m in favor of reasonable
codes, but I think some of these
things go to extremes,” said resi 
dent Robert Scallions.
Because of such criticism, of
ficials in this town known for a
sharp eye for community decorum
have agreed to give the proposals
another look before a final vote.
Jean Wallace said she fears
town regulators could come down
on her because the street address on
her house is spelled out in words.
The rules would call for numbers
only, from 4 to 6 inches tall.
"That seems very strange,
especially when the house is 30
years old,” Wallace said. "The
builders put them up, and they
used to always be like that.”

WOODVILLE, Maine (AP)
— A state trooper says she’s baf

fled by the behavior of a suspect
who displayed amorous intentions
as she was taking him into custo
dy for getting into a car accident
and failing three roadside sobriety
tests.
“What did he flunk I was go
ing to do? Go out on a date with
him?” asked Trooper Jennifer
Fiske, who arrested Peter Bradley
Murray early Sunday morning on
Route 116.
Murray, 42, allegedly began
behaving inappropriately while
seated beside Fiske in the front
passenger seat of her cruiser,
which has no cage separating front
and back seats.
"Then he said, ‘You have
beautiful green eyes,’ and he start
ed touching my arm,” Fiske said.
“I’d had enough of that.”
Fiske got out of the car and
went around to the passenger seat
to handcuff Murray. She said he
tried to cuff himself to her, say
ing, "I just want us to be tied to
gether.”
Fiske responded by giving a
sudden short twist to the handcuff
and rapping him on the thigh with
her police baton. She said he later
tried to grab for the steering wheel,
forcing additional smacks.
Murray wits charged with op
erating a vehicle under the influ
ence, assault on a police officer,
refusing to submit to arrest, and
refusing to sign or give a name.

GV Lanthorn sports quiz
By Chris Richcreek
1. Name the last team to have
five 15-game winners in its
starting rotation.
2. Who was the last Gold
Glove-winning Los Angeles
Dodgers infielder before Cesar
Izturis in 2004?
3. How many times since the
NFL’s Cardinals moved to Ari
zona in 1988 have they had a
winning season?

On the tip
of your
tongue:
Trivia test
By Fifi

Rodriquez

1. MEASUREMENTS: What
does the metric prefix “giga”
stand for?
2. GEOGRAPHY: Ownership
of the Kuril Islands after World
War II has been a sore spot
between which two nations?
3. HISTORY: The Battle of
Midway turned back the ad
vance of which invading power?
4. LANGUAGE: What is a
chignon?
5. TELEVISION: On the show
“Sanford and Son,” what kind
of a business did the father and
son run?
6. ROYALS: Who was the
mother of Elizabeth I?
7. GENERAL KNOWLEDGE:
On what river lies the Vatican
City State?
8. LITERATURE: In which
decade did the writer Tennessee
Williams die?
9. GRAMMAR: In an English
sentence, where do you almost
always find the main verb?
10. MUSIC: Which pop singer
starred in and wrote the songs
for the movie “Purple Rain”?

jgL

Answers

1. Billion
2. Russia and Japan
3. Japan
4. Hair knot
5. A junkyard
6. Anne Boleyn
7. Tiber
8. 1980s
9. Predicate
10. Prince
r
mm*.

>
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2005 King Features Synd.,
Inc.

3. Once — the Cardinals were
9-7 in 1998.

4. Syracuse’s Jim Boeheim in
2005 became the first coach to
reach 300 Big East victories.
Who is second on the Big East
list?

7. In what round did James
“Buster” Douglas knock out
Mike Tyson to capture box
ing’s heavyweight champion
ship in 1990?

4. University of Connecticut
coach Jim Calhoun.

5. Who was the last goaltender
elected to the Hockey Hall of
Fame?

Answers

5. Grant Fuhr in 2003.

1. The 1998 Atlanta Braves
(Tom Glavine, 20; Greg Madd ix, 18; Kevin Millwood, 17;
John Smoltz, 17; Denny Neagle, 16).

6. In 1995, Notre Dame beat
Portland. The Tar Heels had
been in the first 13 finals, win
ning 12.
7. It was the 10th round.

6. When was the first year that
the NCAA Division I women’s
soccer final did NOT have the
University of North Carolina
-2. Davey Lopes in 1978.
as one of its teams?

(c) 2005 King Features Synd.,
Inc.

King Crossword
ACROSS
1 Agent, for
short
4 Cattail territory
9 Bankroll
12 Improve, as
wine
13 Wahine’s wel
come
14 Lemieux
milieu
15 First-rate
17 Article
18 Energy
19 Sagittarius,
eg21 Author
Gordimer
24 Comestibles
25 Mess up
26 Oklahoma city
28 Lyricist’s out
put
31 Unescorted
33 Cleo’s slayer
35 Rue of “Less
Than Perfect"
36 Clinch
38 Scuttle
40
the Dog"
41 The gang
43 Vitamin C
source
45 “Yay!"
47 Terhune dog
48 Squirrel’s
hideout
49 Show-down
asset
54 The girl

rK

10

11

7

9 Introverted
10 Rue the run
11 Antelope’s
playmate
16 XLVI times XI
20 Pigeon vocab
ulary
21 Capone foe
22 Johnson of
DOWN
“Laugh-In”
1 Deserter
2 Swelled head 23 Gambling
3 Kind of talk or
game
27 Tray contents
rally
4 Docking site
29 Wind resis
5 Tree-lined
tance
30 Judicious
walk
32 In the bag
6 Tier
(abbr.)
7 Grain bundle
34 The Color of
8 Eton rival

55 Excessive
56 Sapporo sash
57 Big -,
California
58 Mississippi
quartet
59 Actor Stiller

© 2005 King Features Synd., Inc.

37
39
42
44
45
46
50
51
52
53

Money” prop
Award for a
dentist?
Male fowl
Avoids
Put into the
mix
“Bonanza” son
Pearl Harbor
locale
Picks from a
lineup
Director
Reiner
Rushmore fig
ure
Triumph

MARKETPLACE
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Ad Rates for Students,
Faculty and Staff

To box an ad: $2.00 extra Dead

Classified rates for students,

week’s issue.

line is 10 a.m. Monday for that

faculty and staff: First 20 words,
$4 minimum charge, then 15

Phone, Fax and Hours

cents per additional word,
payable in advance.

Telephone 616-331-2460, or leave

capitalize words in your classified,

a message on our after-hours
answering machine. Fax number
is 616-331-2465. Summer office

add 10 cents per word.

hours are limited.

To boldface, underline, italicize or

Commercial Rates

Advertising Deadlines

Classified word ads:First 20
words, $6 minimum charge, then

advertising is at noon on Monday;

Housing
Lost & Found

payable in advance. To boldface,

The Grand Valley Lanthom

to place all advertisements under
proper classification.

20 cents per additional word,

Miscellaneous

Advertising
Classifications:

send your copy to the Grand Valley

Services
Wanted

column inch.

established.

involve a charge for phone calls,
booklets, information, CODs, etc.
Reply with caution, (tf)

Looking for a summer job? Need

Tropics now! 814 Lake Michigan
Rive NW 454-3026.

Great Student Homes 3-6 bed

1999 Chrysler Sebring Convert

extra money per month? Need to
pay off your student loans? Not
interested in the 9-5 corporate

The Lanthorn is currently look
ing for candidates to take over
as Downtown Editor and Arts &

from East Town to Downtown.

Entertainment Editor. Journalism
experience, either in classes or
a newspaper, preferred but not
required. Stop by the Lanthorn at
100 Commons to pick up an ap
plication. E-mail lanthorn@gvsu.

altx.net (7/14)

edu for additional information.

616-748-0619 (5/19)

world? Call today to get access
to a Live Online Webcast Presen

88,000 highway miles. $8,900
OBO Call 616-291-9661 (5/19)

tation. Thousands possible per

1996 Ford F-150 XLT. 96,500

month. Contact Amy Thome at
616-915-7576 (7/14)

miles. 5.0L V8. Automatic w/OD.
2WD. Power windows, locks and

Good with computers? Have a de

steering. Air conditioning, cruise,

sign mind? The Lanthorn is cur

AM/FM cassette radio. Cap and

rently hiring for layout positions.
Knowledge of InDesign and Pho

bedliner. New brakes, tires, bat
tery and ball joints. $5,200 Call
248-470-6733.

BIRTHDAYS

toshop preferred but not required.
Stop by the Lanthorn at 100 Com

HOUSING

mons to pick up an application.
E-mail lanthorn@gvsu.edu for ad

Northwest Grand Rapids small

ditional information.

Wish your friend a happy day. Tell
the world for just $3.00 (student
pricing). Stop by the Lanthorn of
fice, 100 Commons, for more de
tails. (tf)
Happy birthday CHIEF! One more
year! I miss you and hope we can
have some birthday fun back in
Dekalb soon.

Mystery

Shoppers

Needed for

8914 (5/19)

hour. Immed openings, FT/PT
Call 1-888-898-4124 (7/14)

Apartment for rent: located 1/2

ing for cartoonists, writers and
distribution staff for the upcoming
school year. For more information
and an application, stop by the
Lanthorn at 100 Commons or email business@lanthorn.com.(tf1

EMPLOYMENT

744 1/2 Lake Michigan Drive.
(616) 892-5284 or (616) 292-

work at local stores. No exp req’d/
Training provided, Up to $19 per

The Lanthorn is currently look

Completely remodeled

Visit our website today and go on

Student Organizations

a virtual tour, www.american-re-

The Grand Valley Lanthorn wel
comes information about your

For Rent 1 bedroom apt. 2 miles
from GV. All utilities included
except electric and telephone.
Available ASAP. 616-566-2076,

mile from downtown -Northwest.
Newly remodeled 5 rooms- quiet
neighborhood, 2 bdrms- living
Rm- dining Rm- Kitchen- BathPantry. $550/month plus gas and
electric. That’s $275.00 ea for
2 students. 558 Freemont Ave.
NW- off 196 Fwy- Lane St. 616458-1779 (t/f)

edu. Please provide current con
tact information, (tf)

Estates (231)873-3034. (7/14)

18+ okay. Call 800-965-6520 ext.
226 (7/14)

have fun, great money, flexible
hours, 7 blocks from Grand Rap
ids campus. Visit or call Parkway

Sleep Inn & Suites .Allendale
60 Spacious Guestrooms &
Suites
All Suites With Whirlpool Tubs
Hi-Speed Internet Available
Free Continental Breakfast
Indoor Pool
f
Closest to campus for
Orientation

1 Block NW of GVSU

4869 Becker Drive
Allendale, Ml 49401

-

b

t

I

£

9

©.
Tel. 616.892.8000
Fax. 616.892.8020
www.sleepinnallendale.com

M ______

help us make news available
to the public. E-mail your tip to
lanthorn@ovsu.edu (tf)

— King Crossword —
Answers

Meadows. 2 bedroom, 1 bath,
AC, all appliances included, big

public. Lanthorn Personals are a
great way to let someone know
you care. Call 616-331-2460 for

yard & neighborhood pool. Pets
allowed. $2499 O.B.O. Needs to

more information.(tf)

Sell. Call Julie @ 231-578-1925

Writers

or 231-638-6705 Leave a mes

Get published and get paid. The

sage. (5/19)

Lanthorn is seeking essay and

LOST & FOUND

FREE Pregnancy Testing

Lost and Found ads are FREE for
the first insertion!! 25 words maxi
mum. Email lanthorn@gvsu.edu

awesome

Options

(616) 667-2200
^

—

567 Baldwin in Jenison (across from Meijer/Fazoli’s)
MAT 2 - 5 PM, W 10 - 1 PM, TH 6 - 9 PM
AH service* free'£r confideriCicii

NOTICES
READERS CAUTION

www. awesomeoptions. com

Ads appearing on this page may

LML6

2222 PLAINFIELD NE
GRAND RAPIDS. MI H9505
363-0003

Ohl/ 3

Got Questions? Get Answers

noRTh of Dowrown caMPUS

WEDNESDAYS 7
C

DOLLAR
DAYS
to

C

H IHCtt

anrTi*ie ano GeT
3 QaMe.s ano shoes for ooly «6.ooi!
or. bowl

@ your library
www.gvsu.edu/library

Midnight

jj 6 AMES

Lake Mictugw Dr

rial staff appreciates your news
tips and story ideas. Please

NORTUnELD

9:0©
B«kfr Dr

News Tips
The Grand Valley Lanthorn edito

Tell your lover you love 'em. Wish

Mobile home for sale! Located
minutes from campus in Allendale

Wanted roommate, preferably
female, nonsmoker, 6 minutes
South of GVSU, all utilities in
cluded spacious home with ga
rage. $400/month (5/19)

opinion columns that relate to cam
pus issues and themes. Humor
pieces especially wanted. E-mail
the editor at editorial@lanthorn.

a friend good luck. Lift someone's
spirit. Put it in writing. Make it

pregnancy support cenlt*

Dancers Wanted - female & male,

advance, thank you, until credit is

PERSONALS

BARTENDERS WANTED $250/
day potential. No experience nec
essary. Training provided. Age

Lanthom, 100 Commons.
All classifieds must be paid in

com (tfl

organization and any events you
sponsor. Stop by the Lanthorn of
fice at 100 Commons or e-mail a
press release to lanthorn@gvsu.

Trailer, 1988 skyline 14x80,3 bed
room, 2 bath, $7,000, Knoxville

Studio, one room, utilities includ
ed. $340 deposit, $340/month,

classified display advertising dead
line is 10 a.m. Monday. Bring or

italicize or capitalize words in
your classified, add 10 cents per
word. To box an ad: $2.00 extra.
Classified display rate is $8.75 per

Automotive

rooms.

The copy deadline for classified

Notices
Personals
Roommates

FOR SALE

ible Dark gray metallic Excellent
condition. New tires and brakes.

GRAND VALLEY LANTHORN
Thursday, May 19, 2005

Birthdays
Employment
For Sale

Standard of Acceptance
reserves the nght to edit or reject
any advertisement at any time and
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616.331.3500 [Allendale]
616.331.7331 [Grand Rapids]
616.331.3928 [Holland]
616.331.5932 [CHS]
1.800.879.0581 [Off Campus]

We have opened reservations for the '05-'06 School Year.

Free Meals!!
Need Secret Shoppers
for Grand Rapids, Holland, Muskegon,
ML Pleasant, Lansing, Detroit
& Kalamazoo area restaurants

Must be between
the ages of 18-25
For more information
contact Alliance Service

adcoyie@gmail.com

Cottonwo04/
Forest
Apartments
In Irnison (N(\ir Moijrri

Now Available for
Summer '05 & '05 -'<06 school year

Starting at $270.00/person
(based upon 2 person occupancy & one year lease)

Model Open:
Mond.ix - f rid.n I

>0 I’M

Or c all 457-3714

Walk out 2 bedroom/ 1 bath
Includes all utilities except electric
Includes carport
On-Site Laundry

On-Site management
24-hour emergency services
9 & 12 month lease options
15 minutes from both GSU campuses

www.cottonwoodforestapts.com
"Your home away from home”

1

Apartment Lease Reservations

immediate Occupanc y Also Available
f

«
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CREDIT
continued from page 2
GVSU found a third party ven
dor to carry out credit card trans
actions, called Smartpny, he add
ed. It is partnered with Fifth Third
Bank, a bank that GVSU works
with. Sniartpay, not GVSU. will
receive the $15 convenience fee.
Bachmeier explained.
Smartpay agreed to work with
the university by charging credit
can! users a flat fee for its service,
rather than a pereentage on every
transaction, which Bachmeier
said the university had originally
planned to do.
“I already was deep into con
tract negotiations |and| system
design, with somebody else when

I became aware of a way to do this
for a flat fee of $15 and thought,
‘That’s better for the students,’”
Bachmeier said.
With the new fee, Bachmeier
said he expects some people to
stop paying with credit cards and
will begin paying with a check or
another method that does not in
clude an additional fee.
GVSU currently accepts a vari
ety of payment methods including
personal checks, money orders,
cash, online e-checks and paper
and electronic promissory notes.
GVSU will not be able to take
credit cards at the Student Services
windows since they will be charg
ing more for credit card transac
tions. Bachmeier said. Both Visa
and MasterCard do not allow an

institution to add a face-to-face
charge for transactions, he ex
plained. GVSU also accepts Dis
cover cards.
Credit cards will still be accept
ed without a fee at other campus
locations including the bookstore
and the campus dining locations
since the amount of the transaction
is much less than that of tuition,
room and board, Bachmeier said.
Some people may be unhappy
about the change since they will
be asked to pay an extra fee, Bach
meier said.
“My hope is that they under
stand why we made the change,
and that they would agree that it
was a reasonable approach even
though they, individually, might
be negatively impacted,” he said.

MONTE'S

SAFETY
continued from page 3
will include public service an
nouncements on radio and televi
sion, DeHaan said.
DeHaan said some people try to
make excuses for not wearing their
safety belt by saying they forgot,
that using it would have wrinkled
their clothes or that they were only
driving a short distance and did not
think they needed it. He added,
however, that people should always
use their safety belts.
"I would most certainly encour
age students to wear their seat belts
even if they’re just driving from
one parking lot to another parking
lot,” DeHaan said. “It should be an
automatic thing.”

PUBLIC HOUSE

MONDAY-FRl DAY 4PM-7PM

DRinK SPECIALS
Mondays

64oz. Pitchers:
Domestics $4.50
Imports & Microbrews $7.50

Tuesdays
$3 Stoli Drinks
$4 Stoli & Red Bulls

Wednesdays
College Night
$2 You Call It! Any drink you
want for $2
9 pm - Midnight

Thursdays
Ladies Night!!!
$1 You Call It! 10-1 lpm
$1 Domestics & Wells .All
Night for Ladies
$2 Beers for Guys

I._____

^_______ . *

_

Hours of Operation

616-774-5969

TuGsdays

MON DAY-SATCIR DAY 1IAM-2AM

uue music

May 25
June 1
June 8
June 15

People can still be injured if
they do not wear a seat belt and
get into an accident at a low speed.
Accidents can occur horn all direc
tions, so airbags may not always
be beneficial to preventing injury,
DeHaan said.
“Airbags and safety belts in
conjunction make a wonderful
safety tool, but they have to be used
together,” DeHaan said.
According to OHSP informa
tion, 56 percent of the 31.904 ve
hicle occupants killed in motor ve
hicle accidents across the country in
2003 were not wearing seat belts.
“I would most certainly encour
age all our students to wear their
seat belt not only during this cam
paign but every day, in the event
that they are perhaps involved in a
vehicular crash,” DeHaan said.

.O’TOOLES ,

DRILY HAPPY HOUR

www.montesgr.com

GRAND VALLEY LANTHORN

c/tMiNAvnPu
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$1 Domestic Drafts 9-12am
.
..
,
. 1/2 Off Appet|zers 9* 1am

dUNUAy

The Sprague Brothers
Pop Evil
The Green Room
The Sprague Brothers

Callfor details

ounce music

Wednesdays

Open for LUNCH DAILY
Tiio /Anr
010-742-6095

NASA
continued from page 3
star, sand would fill a thim
ble. For every star in the uni
verse, he added, sand would
fill as many train cars for one
to pass an intersection every
second for three years.
“I’m a little breathless,”
Antczak said upon the unveil
ing.
Over 350 participants at
tended the event, sponsored by
Smiths Aerospace and the Re
gional Math and Science Cen
ter at GVSU. The event was
part of GVSU’s World Year
of Physics 2005. After the un
veiling, actor and educator Mi
chael Francis portrayed Gali
leo in 17th century costume.
Francis connected Galileo’s
discoveries with today’s more
advanced technology.
Hubble was deployed in
space on April 25, 1990. Orbit
ing the Earth, the telescope has
taken over 700,000 snapshots
of celestial objects includ
ing galaxies and dying stars.
Along with the two photos
given to GVSU, Hubble has
also photographed black holes
and quasars.
For more information about
Hubble, visit http://hubblesite.
org.

$1 Domestic Beers &
$1 Well Drinks 9-12am
1/2 Off Appetizers 9-1am

Full food menu until 1am every night of the week
Happy Hour from 4-7pm Mon-Fri
$2.00 Bud Light and $$.00 20 oz 5udweiser Drafts

fri & Sat

At all times with college ID

Top 40, Dance Remix
& Progressive Dance

%.

Tuesday: House Music w/ DJ
Amanda Trevino 10pm
Thursday: Top 40 Dance Music
w/ DJ Rob Spencer

438 BRIDGE 11(11
GRAflD RAPIDS

Bloody Sundays
$4.00 Burgers & Fries until Midnight
$4.00 blood(| Mari) bar ALL Daq & ALL Niefit!
Over oO Sauces, Mixes, and Spices to choose from!

GOOD FOOD GOOD

PEOPLE GREAT BEER!

448 BRIDGE NW
GRAND RAPIDS

i^p”
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Congratulations
*
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to the
Grand Valley Lanthorn Staff
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Editorial

SARA GROSS-MARIBETH HOLTZ-DAVE MULLER
2 §§i|f|iKATE PEARCE-MATTHEW PETE

.JLND A SPECIAL THANKS TO
NATE HOEKSTRA-RICH McGOWAN~WILL HARRAH
\

